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Abstract
In the present model, the treatment of elastic scattering is based on the
similarity of multiple scattering processes with equal transport mean free path
^tr> Elastic scattering events are separated by an artificially enlarged
mean free path. In such events, scattering is optionally performed either by
means of a single, energy-dependent scattering angle, or by means of a
scattering angle distribution of the same form as the screened Rutherford cross
section, but with an artificial screening factor. The physically correct V
value is obtained by appropriate choice of scattering angle or screening
factor, respectively. We find good agreement with experimental transmission and
with energy loss distributions. The Rutherford-like model gives good agreement
with experimental angular distribution even for the penetration of very thin
layers.
Treatment of electron energy loss is based on the partial CSDA method: energy
losses W < WMINSE in electronic collisions are treated in the CSDA, while
losses W > WMINSE are treated as discrete electron-electron or positron-
electron scattering events. Similarly, for bremsstrahlung photon energies
W < WMINR the radiative loss is treated in the CSDA, while photons emitted
with energies W > WMINR are treated at discrete events. The sensitivity of the
model to the parameters WMINSE and WMINR is studied. WMINR can, in practice, be
made negligibly small, and WMINSE can without any excessive computer time be
made as small as to give results in good agreement with experiment and with
computations based on the Landau theory of straggling.

Using this model, we study some of the characteristic features of relativistic
electron transmission, energy loss distributions, straggling, angular distri-
butions and trajec+nrli a.



1 -Introduction

In this report, we describe the principles and performance of a model and Monte
Carlo code which was developed to be used as a subroutine dealing with electron
and positron transport in a computer program simulating the response of a
multi-matsrial nuclear detector / I / . In some respects, the methods used are
not conve, Uonal, and therefore a somewhat detailed report seems motivated.
Also, the study of the performance of the model gives some insight into the
characteristic features of relativistic electron and positron penetration
through matter.

A fast electron or positron penetrating matter changes direction of motion
mainly by elastic scattering in the nuclear Coulomb field. In addition, it
loses energy in inelastic collisions, either by atomic excitation or ionization
(so-called electronic collisions) or by the emission of bremsstrahlung. The
bremsstrahlung or radiative energy loss takes place when the electron/positron
is accelerated in the nuclear Coulomb field.

The scattering and slowing down processes for positrons and electrons are in
fact rather similar. We shall describe the modifications required !• "•:-
positrons, but otherw *e we speak, for simplicity, basically about electrons.

In relativistic ele» / i scattering, the scattering angle in each elastic event
is, on the average '. emely small. As a consequence, the elastic mean free
path X is also e .' »rely small compared to the transport mean free path
^ t r / 2 / and to tl e ct itinuous si owing-down approximation (CSDA) range r. A
direct simulation <- »Jscrete elastic events is therefore not computationally
feasible, and Montt arlo simulation of the scattering process is often
performed by ner of the "multiple scattering approximation" method /3 / , based
on the theories <, Goudsmit and Saunderson /4 / and Lewis /5/ . Here, we have
chosen an alten, ive method, where the real, physical elastic scattering
process is replac d by an artificial scattering process with a larger X and
a larger average scattering angle e ^ j n each sc?ttering event, in such a
way that the tra.i oort mean free path X i8 the same as in the real
physical process, he validity of this method is discussed in more detail
elsewhere /2 / and is also investigated below.

For the scattering events in this artificial process we have used two simple
models, the Variable Scattering Angle (VSA) model and the Variable Serf .j«d
Rutherford (VSR) model, which will be described below. In both models, an
artificial mean free path Xg Wjth fixed, computationally convenient length
is used. The present method is thus somewhat similar to the "multiple
scattering approximation" / 3 / in the sense that simulation is performed in
"steps" of a finite length considerably larger than the mean free path.

We have considered the electronic collision energy loss partly by means of
discrete events, partjy by means of the CSDA. The discrete events represent the



creation of highly energetic secondary electrons in binary electron-electron
collisions; the target electron is then regarded as being free and at rest,
which is a reasonable approximation if the transferred energy is very large.
The continuous-slowing down energy loss represents the electronic collision
energy loss by neans of atonic excitation and ionization with snail and
moderate energy transfer. For the total electronic collision stopping power we
have used the relativistic Bethe-Bloch formula /6 / modified by the density
effect correction /7/, which takes into account, the reduction in the collision
stopping power due to the polarization of the medium in the field of the
penetrating particle.

For computing the radiative energy loss (bremsstrahlung) we have used a similar
method of combining the CSDA and discrete event models. Bremsstrahlung photons
with energies larger than a prescribed energy WMINR are represented as discrete
events, while the energy loss due to the emission of photons with energies less
than WMINR is taken into account in the CSDA. For the calculation of radiative
mean free path, stopping power and probability distribution of photon energies,
we have used the Schiff cross section /8/. This cross section is sufficiently
accurate for our purposes and is given by a relatively simple formula.

The use of a "partial CSDA" model for the electronic and radiative energy loss
is motivated by the same circumstances as in elastic scattering. The mean free
path between inelastic events involving small energy tr ,fer is generally very
small. Thus, a direct simulation cannot be performed. T».~ "partial CSDA" model
has been proposed and used previously /9/, and is, e.g. for the electronic
collisions, an alternative to the use of Landau /10/ or Blunck-Leisegang / l l /
energy loss distributions. We have in the present report also investigated the
performance of the partial CSDA method.

The following important features of relativistic electron/positron penetration
should be noted. First, bremsstrahlung dominates strongly as a source of energy
loss at high energies. Secondly, the stopping power in the highly relativistic
region is approximately proportional to the kinetic energy (rather than to the
inverse kinetic energy, as in the non-relativistic region). Thirdly, the
transport mean free path has typically a very large initial value, but.
decreases very rapidly. Finally, most of the energy loss at the initial stage
of the scattering process occurs by means of the emission of a few very
energetic bremsstrahlung photons. It may be noted that the bremsstrahlung
photon energy distribution is approximately proportional to W , where W is
energy, while the secondary electron energy distribution is approximately
proportional to W"2. Thus, it is a much more probable for a bremstrahlung
photon to have high energy than for a secondary electron.

Scattering, i.e. contributions to V , from inelastic events are neglec-
tr

ted in the present, model. This may qualitatively be understood by that the
large majority of inelastic events involve only a very small momentum transfer
to the electron.



2. Elastic; and inelastic collision models

In section 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3 we describe the elastic, radiative and electronic
collision models for electrons penetrating material consisting of simple
elements. In section 2-4 modifications for positrons are described. In section
2-5 the treatment is generalized to penetration through compound materials.

2-1. EJastic scattering
Our simulation of elastic scattering is based on the simple, relativistic,
screened Rutherford cross section for the electron-nucleus interaction /12/:

d<T/d(cos 0) = 5(1 - cos G + l/e) 2 (2-1.1)

Here, 5 = Jt/2 • [(2Ze2)/(Ep2)r, where E is the total electron energy
(E = T + m c ). T is the kinetic energy of the electron and p = v/c,
where v is the electron velocity.

2 2
The quantity e = 2k R is known as the screening factor, given by the
electron wave number k and the atomic screening radius R, estimated as

-1/3
R % aQ-z . where aQ is the Bohr radius /12/.

By integrating eq.(2-l.l), one obtains the total cross section for elastic
scattering:

2e2

<*e = 5 (2-1.2)

However, the mean free path X = (N-<r )"* derived from this cross
section (N = number of atoms per unit volume) may, as mentioned, be extremely
small and cannot directly be used in a Nonte Carlo simulation.

From eq.(2-l.l) we may for each electron energy, compute the transport mean
free path

\r " <cos
-1 (2-1.3)

where <cos 6> is the average value of cos 0 in a collision at that energy.
One may note that (1 - <cos 0>) is the average loss of forward direction of
motion in a collision, and Xg i 8 the average distance over which this loss
occurs /13/. We shall use a simplified, artificial scattering process with the
same X value for our simulation.



For this purpose we calculate X^ fro» eq.(2-l.l) and eq.(2-1.3) and obtain

\ r * = N5[ l n<2c+1) " 2e/(2e+l)] (2-1.4)

For practical handling,

\ r (en) = 3.332 [ER-l/ER]2[ln(2e+l)-2e/(2e+l)] 1

9Z2

(2 1-5)

where E = E/m c • The relativistic screening factor e is given by
K O

c = (E 2 - l)(m cVRB)-Z~2 /3

K O t.
B (21.6)

K O t.

where R^ is the Rydberg energy (13.6 eV). For practical handling,

(2-1.7)e = 1413(E 2-l)(Z/137) 2 / 3

K

It may be noted from eq.(2-1.5) that X^ is roughly proportional to the
kinetic energy squared. Since the highly relativistic stopping power is nearly
proportional to the kinetic energy, one obtains an exponential model for the
relativistic electron penetration 121

\ r ( s ) <* exp(-s/A) (2-1.8)

where s is path length along the trajectory and A an attenuation length
which is characteristic for the penetrated material but independent of electron
energy.

Here, we shall however not use eq.(2-1.8), but instead the X function
tr

calculated directly from eq.(2-1.5). For the elastic scattering events in our

artificial scattering process we use either one of the following two models,

(a) VSA (Variable Scattering Angle) model.

In the VSA model, a single, unique scattering angle 0 js used in each
scattering event. This angle depends, in the VSA model, on the electron energy,
and is given by (cf. eq.(2-1.3))

cos O = i - X IX±s ea' tr (2-1.9)

where X is an artificial mean free path. (The additional subscript "a"
63

stands for artificial.) X is prescribed to have a fixed, convenient value.
ea

By "fixed" we mean that Xga i8 preset at the beginning of a simulation, and
does not change during the simulation of an electron trajectory. X may be

e<5



chosen considerably (several magnitudes) larger than the physical Bean free
path X X should, on the other hand, not be chosen too large. For the
method to be valid - i.e. for the artificial process to be approximately
equivalent to the real, physical process - it is required that both processes
are multiple or at least plural /13-15/. Thus, X should, as a thumb-rule,

e3
be chosen so that at least about 20 elastic (artificial) collisions occur on
the trajectory length of interest. The maximum path length to be considered is
of course the CSDA range.

To avoid a physically unrealistic scattering angle or a numerical error
cos 0 s < - i in the low energy limit, the scattering angle 6g is limited
to a maximum value (e.g. 40°). Therefore, at low energies, the scattering
angle will be fixed at this limiting value. Then, X will no longer be
fixed, but will decrease in accordance with eq.(2-1.9). This model, with a
fixed 9 and a varying X has been used previously for non-relativistic
electron penetration /13-15/, and is known as the Fixed Scattering Angle (FSA)
model. The FSA model is however not suitable at high relativistic energies,
since it would lead either to unrealistically large scattering angles at the
initial stage of the trajectory, or to impractically small mean free path near
the trajectory endpoint. In the VSA model, the scattering angle O is
typically very small at the beginning of a trajectory - where X is very
large - , but increases with decreasing energy. This is similar to the
behaviour of 0 in real, relativistic electron penetration.

(b) Variable Screened Rutherford (VSR) model

In the VSR model, we also use an artificial mean free path X of fixed.
ea

convenient length, similar to the procedure in VSA. In each (artificial)
scattering event, the scattering angle is however sampled according to a
probability distribution « (1 _2

g + ]/e ) , i.e. of the same form as
3the screened Rutherford cross section, eq.(2-l.l). c is an artificial

screening factor. At each electron energy, the scattering process is required
to have the correct transport mean free path according to eq.(2-1.5). Now,
<cos e> is determined by X and the prescribed value of XM, i.e.
<cos 9> = 1 -

_
(1 - g + 1/e )

3

/\ From a probability distribution of the form
one obtains

2e

<cos
2e

ln(2fi +
2 a

(2-1.10)

Thus, c is determined by eq.(2-1.10), which can be solved numerically with
sufficient accuracy by means of Newton-Raphsons method /16/. The use of an
artificially large mean free path X and thus also an artificial vaiue

6a

© for the screening factor, means that the average scattering angle in
3

each artificial screened Rutherford scattering event will be larger than in
the real, physical collisions according to eq.(2-l.l).



The advantage of the VSR model, as compared to the VSA, is that the probability
of single large-angle scattering, which is evident fro» eq.(2-l.l), is taken
into (approximate) account. This can be understood from the fact that while the
number of artificial scattering events is much smaller than the number of real,
physical collisions, the probability of large angle scattering in a scattering
event is larger in the artificial process. Thus, the mean free path between
such large angle scattering events may be of the same order of magnitude as in
the physical scattering process /15/.

As in the VSA model, the average scattering angle in VSR is limited to some
maximum value. Therefore, at low energies, the screening factor e and the
angular distribution in a collision will be fixed, and the mean free path

ea
will decrease with decreasing energy. This model, also known as theea

Fixed Screened Rutherford (FSR) model, has previously been used (in a slightly
different form) in non-relativistic electron penetration /15/.

2-2-Bremsstrahlung emission
The differential cross section (d<T/dW) . (rad = radiative) for the
production of a bremsstrahlung photon of e-argy W by an electron of initial
energy E is calculated from the Schiff cross section /8/:

= <TSchlff(E.W) = (2-2.1)

= (2ZJreVl37)W"1

+ (EVE)2 -
2E> -1

M(0) + 1 - (2/b)tn b)

(E'/E)[(2/b2)ln(l+D2)

where

2E'EZ1 / 3

b =

111 W

4(2-b*)

3bJ

- (8/3)/b* + 2/9]

(2-2.1b)

and

W
—>
2E'E

,1/3

111
(2-2.1C)

In eq.(2-2.1), E1 = E - W is the electron energy after the emission event.

E, E1 and W are all in units ol mQc • rg i s the electron radius.



According to our model we have divided the process into low and high energy
bremsstrahlung emission. For this purpose we introduce the minimum discrete
photon energy WMINR. Bremsstrahlung by means of photons with energy less than
WMINR is treated in the CSDA. This i s perforirad as follows. From eq.(2-2.1) the
CSDA part of the bremsstrahlung stopping power is obtained by

(dE/ds)
rad,c

0

WMINR

W < T S h i f f ( E ' W ) dW (2 2.2)

-1
(Additional subscript c stands for CSDA.)
This integration i s performed numerically. Since (d<r/dW) -v W
the integrand in eq.(2-2.2) i s roughly a constant. By choosing a small WMINR,
we may therefore obtain a very small value for the stopping power given by
eq.(2-2.2). In other words, the CSDA part of the radiative energy loss may be
made next to negligible, if so desired. ( (-dE/ds) . -As eives the total

rad,c
energy emitted as soft bremsstrahlung (CSDA node) over a small path length As.

The simulation of discrete bremsstrahlung photon emission (W > WMINR) on basis
of eq.(2-2.1) i s performed as follows. We notice that, the photon intensity per
unit energy, i.e. W-(d<T/dW) is a slowly varying function in most of the interval
WMINR < W < T, where T is the electron kinetic energy prior to the bremsstrahlung
emission event. We now divide this interval into a number N of equal
subintervals (conveniently N = 20). Let W. be the value of W in the center of
subinterval j (j = 1.2....N) and let AW be the width of each subinterval. We

may then make the approximation that W-(d<r/dW) is constant within each
rad

subinterval, i.e. we assume

^ = WjorSchiff(E.Wj) , Wj-0.5AW < W < Wj+0.5AW.

j = 1,2 N (2-2.3)

The approximation is indicated in Fig.l. To abbreviate notations, we define

henceforward V^. = V. - 0.5-AW and WuJ = Wj + 0.5 AW. Thus,

AW = W = (T - WMINR)/N (2-2.4)

The contribution (-dE/ds)r to the radiative stopping power from
bremsstrahlung photons with' energies W within the subinterval j is , from
eq.(2 2.3),

M E / d s ) rad,j (2 2.5)

where N is the number of atoms per unit volume. The total radiative stopping
power due to bremsstrahlung emission with W > WMINR is
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Fig.1. Sketch of a typical bremsstrahlung photon intensity distribution
(curve). The histogram indicates how this distribution is approximated by
a function constant within each of N subintervals (eq.(2-2.3)).



( - d E / d s ) rad,d (2-2.6)

(Additional subscript d stands for discrete.)
The contribution to the radiative inverse mean free path fro» photons in
the subinterval j can be obtained by

(2-2.7)

where W . is the average energy transfer for radiative collisions in the
subinterval j , given by

av.j

(d<?/dW)W dW

(d<r/dW) dW

(2-2.8)

where / indicates integration over subinterval j . Thus,

, 1
rad.j (2-2.9)

The total inverse mean free path due to radiative collisions with W > WMINR
is

1 - V v 1

rad.d L * radj
(2-2.10)

According to this model, the simulation of the energy W of a bremsstrahlung
photon (W > WMINR) is performed in two steps. The probability for the energy
W to be within subinterval j is given by

rad.d

radj

(2-2.11)

In the first step, the subinterval j is sampled in accordance with these
probabilities. In the second step, an energy W is simulated within the
selected subinterval. In this simulation, it is - in accordance with the model
eq.(2-2.3) - assumed that *he probability P(W)dW of getting a photon energy
between W and W + dW is given by

P(W) = k/W , W < w <1 )

where k is the normalization constant, I.e.

(2-2.12)

(2-2.13)
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Thus, the simulated photon energy (W) distribution will, to an approximation
given by N, follow the Schiff cross section prescription 181, being piecewise
(within each subinterval) of the form W~ .

The bremsstrahlung photon is assumed to be emitted at an angle 6 . relative
ph

to the electron direction of motion, where /17/

S i n / E (2-2.14)

This corresponds to the average angle in the actual angular distribution
of the emitted bremsstrahlung photons /8/ .

2-3.Electronic collisions
For the total electronic collision stopping power we use, for electrons,
the relativistlc Bethe-Bloch-formula /6/

= (2*Ne«Z/mov*)x[ln(E2(7+D/2I2) + f~(7) - 6 (2-3.1)

where

f (7) = 1 - P2 - ln(2)(27-l)/y2 + (l/8)-(7-l)2/72 (2-3.1b)

Here, 7 = E/m c . I Is the mean ionization potential and & the density
o

effect term which we have calculated according to the Sternheimer method 111.
Numerically we obtain from eq.(2-3.1)

(~dE/ds)co] (MeV/cm) =

0.153 (Z9/Ap2)[ln(E2(7-l)/2I2) + f"(7) - & ] (2-3.2)

As mentioned in the introduction, we treat the electronic collisions partly as
discrete events, partly in the CSDA. We introduce a limiting energy transfer
WMINSE. Electronic collisions with energy transfer 1* > WMINSE are assumed to be
of the binary (electron-electron) type, and are simulated as discrete events
using the relativistic Möller cross section /18/:

d<T/dW = FMbller<T'W> "

--= (2JteVmov
2)-[l/W2 + 1/(T-W)2

in c*(2T+m c2)

(2-3.3)

-(W(T-W)) -1

(T+mQc2)2

l/(T+moc2)2 ]
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The energy transfer W Is restricted to the interval WMINSE < W < T/2 (the upper

limit is due to the indjstinguishability of the primary and the secondary

electrons). The partial stopping power due to these collisions is obtained by

integration:

T/2

WMINSE
(2-3.4)

To obtain the partial stopping power (-dE/ds)cQJ c associated with atomic
excitation and low energy ionization (i.e. W < WMINSE) we subtract eq.(2-3.4)
from eq.(2-3.1), i.e.

( - d E / d s ) col,c (2-3.5)

The energy loss corresponding to W < WMINSE is treated in the CSDA. Thus, the

electronic collision contribution to the CSDA energy loss on a small path

length As is (-dE/ds) . -As.
col,c

The simulation of the energy W > WMINSE transferred to secondary electrons in
discrete events according to eq.(2-3.3) is performed by means of a procedure
similar to that described in section 2-2 for the simulation of discrete
bremsstrahlung photon energies. We divide the interval WMINSE < W < T/2 into a
number N (% 20) of subintervals of equal width AW, and make the approximation

o
that W -(d<T/dW) is constant within each subinterval; the value in
subinterval j i s given by

Wj2-FMöller<T 'Wj> (2-3.6)

i.e. the cross section for events creating secondary electrons with energies
W > WMINSE is approximated by the model

(dcr/dW) w"2r, W1.J < W < Wu.j'col.d ~ " j

for j = 1,2,3 N. (We may notice that, in this case

(2-3.7)

AW = = (T/2 - WMINSE)/N

corresponding to eq.(2-2.4).)

The probability for an energy transfer value W within the subinterval J is

(2-3.8)
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where P is the normalization factor given by

p = (2-3.9)

Within the subinterval, the probability for an energy transfer W decreases
as W ; therefore, the average energy transfer in the interval is

dW

Wavj
W

ln(WU(j/Wl>J) (2-3.10)

The total average energy loss in the secondary electron collisions will be

W
av

PjWav,j

from which we obtain the mean free path

col,d (2-3.12)

The simulation is, as for the discrete bremsstrahlung photons, performed in two
steps. First, a subinterval j i s sampled according to the probabilities P..
Secondly, an energy transfer W within the selected interval j i s simulated in
accordance with the approximation eq.(2-3.7), i.e. according to the assumption
that, the probability P(W)dW to obtain an energy transfer between W and W + dW
is given by

P(W) = k/*r w (2-3.13)

where

k = (Wu,j- W U ) / A W

is the normalization factor.

(2-3.14)

2-4.Modifications for positrons
Positrons have the same mass as electrons, but the opposite charge. They are
distinguishable from the target electrons. This leads to some rather minor
differences in the scattering and slowing down process. In addition, of course,
they are sooner or later annihilated.

The following modifications of the elastic and inelastic collision models have
been made for positrons:

1) The bremsstrahlung cross section (eq.(2-2J)) is multiplied by a factor
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f(T,Z) =
exp(-ln(T/Z*) + 2.3025)2 , T/Z1 £ 0.1

1 , T/Z* > 0.1
(2-4.1)

This factor has been obtained by an approximate fit to data given by ref. 19
for the relative radiative cross section for positrons and electrons. The
difference between the radiative cross section for electrons and positrons
is negligible for T/Z > 0.1 MeV. At low energies, however, the radiative
cross section for positrons is considerably smaller than that for electrons
at the same energy /21/ .

2) The Möller cross section (eq.(2-3.3)) is replaced by the Bhabha cross
section 1221 valid for binary collisions between fast positrons and free
electrons at rest:

d<T/dq = (2JTeVmv*)-(l/T) X (2-4.2)

(7-D2/(272) -

((7-l)/(7+DH(7+2)/7q - 2(72-i)/7* + q(7-i)2/72l

1/7 + 3/272 - ((7-DV72)q(l-q)]

(here, q = W/T)

The treatment of secondary electron collisions, i.e. electronic collisons
with W > WMINSE, is otherwise the same as described in section 2-2, apart
from that the energy transfer is restricted to the interval WMINSE < W < T
the positron is distinguishable from the electron, so the upper limit is T
rather than T/2.

3) In connection with the change from the Möller to the Bhabha cross section,
the total electronic collision stopping power is modified. In eq.(2-3.1),
f~(7) is replaced by /6 /

f+(7) = (2-4.3)

= 2 Jn 2 - PV12 • [23 + 14/(7+1) + 10/(7+1 )2 + 4/(7+1)» ]

4) Positron annihilation is taken into account insofar that two annihilation
photons are created. The cross section for positron annihilation can be
calculated according to ref.23. In our model, we have assumed the positron
to be annihilated at the end of its trajectory, i.e. when the positron
energy is below a prescribed cut-off value. One annihilation quantum is
emitted in a random direction, the other Jn the 180° opposite direction.
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The positron can be annihilated in flight; the probability of this process
may be about 10 - 20 * /23/. We have, however, ignored this possibility in
our present code.

2-5. Treatment of compounds
The simplest method is to assume that a superposition principle (known
sometimes as the "Bragg rule'724/) is valid. A compound A ? consisting of,
say, two elements A and B, may be regarded as "diluted A" and "diluted B",
interacting independently of each other with the penetrating particle. As far
as particle-material interaction is negligibly influenced by the mutual
perturbation of adjacent atoms in the solid state, this is a natural
assumption. Let, for example, the elastic cross section be <r. and <TD for

A B

atoms of type A and B, respectively. The mean free path for elastic collisions
with type A atoms will be

X = (<T.NAfJ (2-5.1)

where NA is the number of type A atoms per unit volume. Similarly, for
atoms of type B,

>•_« = «TnNnf * (2-5.2)

Let N be the number of "molecules" A B per unit volume. Then,
A y

N
A = x-N and Ng = y-N. Moreover, the total elastic mean free path

will be X = (N-
section, i.e.

where <Te is the molecular elastic cross

v < y

Using eq.(2-5.1) - (2-5.3) we thus obtain

= X
eA eB

(2-5.3)

(2-5.4)

i.e. the inverse mean free path is additive. The same is, under the
superposition approximation, true for all inverse mean fiee paths.

We do not use the elastic mean free path in the Monte Carlo simulation.
However, it can be shown that eq.(2-5.4) leads to that the inverse transport,
mean free path is also additive:

+ X
r,B

This is used in the present Monte Carlo code.

(2-5.5)

In the same elementary manner, i t is easily realized that, the superposition
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principle leads to that stopping power is additive:

(-dE/ds) = (-dE/ds)A + (dE/ds)B (2-5.6)

An exception must however be made for the density effect term & (see
eq.(2-3.1)). The density effect depends on the polarization properties of the
medium and must be calculated with regard to the final compound rather than to
the constituents ("diluted" A and "diluted" B).

We have found that the following simple recipe gives nearly the same result
as the calculation based on the superposition principle. The compound is
regarded as consisting of fictitious atoms with atomic number Z f f and
atomic weight Agff, where

Zeff

Aeff

(2-5.7)

(2-5.8)

Here, 9A i s the partial ("diluted") density of element A in the compound,
9f i is the corresponding B density, and 9 = ?A + 9B is the total
density of the compound material. Moreover, the effective mean ionization
potential I g f f is given by 111

In I e f f = x-ZA In yZ f l In (2-5.9)

where IA and IB are the mean ionization potentials for the elements
A and B.

3. Survey of programs and subroutines

The Monte Carlo simulation programs themselves and their auxiliary programs
needed for the precalculation of cross section data form a rather extensive
set which we call the RELECN package. The principal relationships between
some of these programs (those dealing with electrons) are indicated In Flg.2.
The Fortran source codes for the two most, central programs, RELECN and
PRERELECN, are enclosed as Appendix 1 and Appendix 2. We describe here
the purpose of the programs and (for RELECN and PRERELECN) their subroutines.

l.RELECN (Appendix 1)
The batch program REI.F.CN performs the actual Monte Carlo simulation of
reJativistic: electron scattering and energy loss. As a standard geometry, it
assumes an electron beam normally incident on a plane layer of given thickness.
This allows the study of total transmission and backscattering, energy loss
distributions and angular distributions of transmitted and backscattered
electrons, and the energy and angular distribution of bremsstrahlung photons
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RELDATA —
(interactive)

I
I
I

Results

COMPOUNDN
(interactive)

- PRERELECN
(interactive)

RSTRUCTN
(interactive)

RELTRAJN
(interactive)

V

RF.LECN
(batch)

V
TRAJPLOT

(interactive)

V
Results
(data)

Trajectories

.2 Organization of the main part of the RELECN program package.
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emitted by the penetrating bean. Other data which are recorded include average
energy lost per electron by means of different mechanisms, e.g. by high energy
(W > WMINSE) secondary electrons, by high energy (N > WMINR) photons and by
CSDA (electronic and radiative), and the energy distribution of secondary
electrons.

RELECN reads precalculated cross section data fro* a data f i le produced by
PRERELECN (see below). The total electron energy range to be used in RELECN i s
divided into a number of energy channels, and appropriate cross section data
are given by PRERELECN for each channel. The appropriate channel is selected by
RELECN during simulation in accordance with the electron energy.

RELECN also read certain "structural" data produced by the program RSTRUCTN.
These data include e.g. type of geometry, number of layers, thickness of
layers, initial electron energy, initial argument of the random number
generator, directives regarding the display of energy and angular distributions
produced by RELECN and, in addition, the possibility to "switch off" some of
the physical processes simulated by RELECN (e.g. one may wish to study the
results when elastic scattering i s switched off).

RELECN contains the subroutine NF.WDIR, the purpose of which i s to calculate the
new direction of motion of an electron after an elastic scattering event.
NEWDIR i s also used to calculate the direction of motion of an emitted
bremsstrahlung photon, given the direction of motion of the electron at the
instant of emission. RELECN (and NEWDIR) is constructed to simulate the
electron trajectories in three dimensions (x.y.z).

2.Subroutine ELECTRON
In one version, RELECN is slightly reorganized so as to work as a subroutine
in the nuclear detector response simulation program DETEKSIN, which i s
described elsewhere / I / . This subroutine is called ELECTRON. Cross section
data are s t i l l read from a f i le produced by PREREI.ECN, and the simulation
procedures are the same as in RELECN, with one extension: ELECTRON can be
applied to heterogeneous media, such as encountered in a multimaterial
nuclear detector / ! / .

3.RELTRAJN
This is a s ister program of RELECN (precisely the same simulation procedures..
and reading cross section data from PRERELECN), used for the simulation of
electron trajectories intended for graphical plotting. Trajectory coordinates
are transferred to the graphical plotting program TRAJPLOT. RELTRAJN can also
be used to obtain the "trajectories" (straight lines) of emitted bremsstrahlung
photons.

4.PRERELECN (Appendix 2)
PRERELECN is an interactive program, by means of which a data file is
produced which contains all the cross section data necessary for the Monte
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Carlo simulation. Data are given for a large number of "channels"
corresponding to different electron energies. Input data are essentially
parameters related to the penetrated Material (atomic number, atomic weight,
density, mean ionization potential), mpximum and minimum electron energy
considered, number of energy channels, WMINR, WMINSE, choice of elastic model
(VSA or VSR), artificial mean free path X and number of subintervals

6a

used in the simulation of secondary electrons and discrete bremsstrahlung
photons (see above).

PRERELECN also exists in an interactive version RELDATA which produces a
readable output for the purpose of studying and checking cross section
data.

The basic cross section data are in PREREI.ECN computed by the following
subroutines:

a. Subroutine STOPCOL.
- computes the total relativistic electronic collision stopping power

according to the Bethe-Bloch formula with density effect term included
(see Section 2-3).

b. Subroutine DENSITY
- computes the density effect term S according to the Sternheimer

method 111 (see Section 2-3)

c. Subroutine STOPRAD
- calculates the radiative stopping power due to emission of photons

with energies between limits WMIN and WMAX by means of numerical
integration of the Schiff cross section (see Section 2-4).

d. Subroutine DISCRAD
- calculates the mean free path >-radd for the emission of discrete

bremsstrahlung photons (W > WMINR).' It. also calculates the probabilities

P. to get photon energy in subinterval j (see Section 2-4).

e. Function F3BSE
- evaluates the Schiff cross section formula; used by STOPRAD and DISCRAD

f. Subroutine STOPSE
- computes the stopping power (-dE/ds)co] d due to secondary electrons,

(see Section 2-3). Calculation is made by integrating the Möller cross
section analytically from WMINSE to 172 (eq.2-3.4).

g. Subroutine DISTSE
- evaluates the mean free path X , . for generating secondary electrons

wi h W > WMINSE, and probabilities' P to get the secondary electron
energy W in siibinterval j (Section 2-3). DISTSE uses function FMOIXER.
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h. Function FMOLLER

- evaluates the H and T dependence of the Möller cross section.

i. Subroutine TRM

- evaluates the transport mean free path according to the relativistic

screened Rutherford cross section (eq.(2-1.5)).

j. Function SFEQ

- calculates the artificial screening factor e to be used in the

VSR node]. This is done by solving eq.(2-1.10) numerically by Newton-

Raphsons method to an accurac • about 10 .

5. COMPOUND
COMPOUND has the purpose of preparing a 'dta f i l e for RELECN for the simulation
of e lectron (or positron) sca t ter ing in compt ind materials. For a compound
A B , two data f i l e s are f i r s t prepared by PRLRELECN, one for the "diluted"
type A material, the other for the "diluted" type B material. The respect ive
part ia l dens i t i e s 9 A and 9 B are to be used, and the density e f f e c t i s
ignored. These data f i l e s are read by COMPOUND, which combines them according
t o the superposition approximation (sect ion 2.5*. The density e f f ec t for the
compound i s separately computed by the subroutine DENSE. Output from COMPOUND
i s a data f i l e with format identical to the out, ut f i l e of PRERELECN. This f i l e
i s then read by RELECN.

For a multiple compound A R C Z , say, COMPOUND i s applied twice ( f irs t
combining, say, A and B. and then combining the resul t with C). This i s however
rather cumbersome, and we have preferred to use the simpler method of
eqs.(2-5.7) - (2-5.9).

6. Positron programs
These include, with the necessary modifications (see Section 2-6), RF.LPOSN
( s i s t e r program of Pr.LECN), PREPOSN ( s i s t er program of PRERELECN) POSITRON
(corresponding to ELECTRON) and POTRAJN (corresponding to RELTRAJN). The
principles and organization i s the same as for the e lectron programs.

4. Simulation procedure

Tc explain the simulation procedure, we shall look at the principal steps in
the simulation of a single electron trajectory. This corresponds to the central
parts of RF.I.ECN (Appendix 1). A flow chart is indicated In Fig.3.

The position of the electron is (X.Y.Z) in a cartesian coordinate system.
GX, GY and GZ are the x-, y- and z-components of a unit vector giving the
direction of motion of the electron.
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Simulate step length DS
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backscattered?
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Terminate
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RADIATIVE SECONDARY ELECTRON (SE)
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model. Simulate
scattering angle.
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motion.
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using Möller cross section.
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\ /
W ac - W ac

Assign energy channel IE
No ac

Wcut?

Yes
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Fig.3 Central part of the REI.ECN flow chart:
collision loop for a single electron.
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We consider, as a standard case, an electron b e » normally incident on a plane
layer situated between 2 = 0 and z = d. The initial electron kinetic energy is
Tin T h e e ] e c t r o n »tarts in the direction (GX, GY, GZ) = (0.0,1) from the
position (0.0.0). During the scattering and slowing-down process, the energy
changes according to T = T

in W__, where «_„ is the accumulated energy
3C atloss. Each value of T corresponds to one of NCH different energy channels,

numbered IE = 1.2.3....NCH. To each energy channel corresponds a particular set
of cross section data appropriate for electrons with energies T within that
channel. The formula by which IE is obtained from T is explained in Section 5.

The trajectory simulation starts by sampling the path length As to the
first point of interaction. This is performed by the statement

A s = " R) (4.1)

where X ^ j s the total mean free path and R the standard computer-
generated random number (0 < R < 1). Eq.(4.1) corresponds to the probability
exp(--s/X ) for the electron to travel path length s without any discrete
event occurring. We may note that the total mean free path (FNEANT(IE) in
RELECN) is given by

-1 -1 -1
tot ea rad.d col.d

(4.2)

corresponding to the three discrete interaction events considered in RELECN.
A new position for the electron, and simultaneously the position of the first
discrete interaction event, is calculated by

X (new) = X + GXAs

Y (new) = Y + GYAs

Z (new) = Z + GZ-As

(4.3)

The program now checks if the electron has been transmitted or backscattered
out of the layer 0 < z < d. If not, the next step is to calculate the partial
CSDA energy loss over the path length As, which is given by

WCSDA<As> (4.4)

(If the electron actually has been transmitted or backscattered out of the
layer during the last step (4.1), the CSDA energy loss during this last step
is calculated from eq.(4.4), using a geometrically corrected, i.e. smaller,
value of As. The program records the energy and exit angle of this electron,
and then starts a new electron.)

The electron energy T decreases by the same amount. (4.4). The program
calculates the appropriate electron energy channel IE, which, since the energy
has decreased, might have changed. If the accumulated energy loss W is

flC
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larger than the prescribed cut-off value
for this electron.

, the simulation is terminated

The next step is to decide what kind of interaction takes place at the new
position (4.3). For this purpose a new random number R is generated. The
decision is made by comparing this number with the probability P for the
collision to be elastic and the probability P . that it shall consist of the

rad
emission of a bremsstrahlung photon. (The third possibility is that a secondary
electron is generated; however, we trivially have P,
Here, we may note that

SE ' Pel " Prad'

el = \otAea (4-5)

Prad " Xtot/Xrad,d (4.6)

There is a certain ambiguity in the simulation procedure at this point. The
probabilities P , and Praf» are selected from the precalculated cross
section data matrix in accordance with the energy channel number IE. However,
since this number may have changed due to the partial CSDA energy loss
(eq.(4.4)), it might not be the same as was used for the selection of X _

tot.
in eq.(4.1). An inconsistency of this kind is however unavoidable as long as we
use the CSDA. The error is small as long as the mean free path V is small
enough that the CSDA energy loss on a path length of order X i s small
compared to the electron energy. Properly speaking, it is the path length
sampling formula (4.1) which is valid only if the partial CSDA loss is small on
the path length As.

We have now three different possible discrete events: elastic, radiative and
secondary electron.

a) Radiative process

First, a new random number R is generated. In accordance with this number
and the probabilities P. calculated for different photon energy
subintervals in the range WMINR < W < T (see Section 2.2) a particular
subinterval j (W < w < «uj) is chosen (see also Appendix 1, where
W. . = Wl and Wu'. = W2). We may notice the method of "accumulated
probabilities" by' means of which this choice is made. For a given sequence
of probabilities P , j = i,2,3,...,N, such that

we define the accumulated probabilities A by

<A0 = 0) (4.7)
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Subinterval j is chosen If the random number R satisfies A < R £ A..

The photon energy W within this subinterval is simulated by means of a
second random number R and the formula

(4.8)

corresponding to eq.(2-2.12). Using eq.(2-2.14) and subroutine NEWDIR, the
direction of motion (GXR.GYR.GZR) of the photon is calculated. The electron
energy T is decreased by W, but the electron direction of notion is not
changed. The IE channel number is again checked. If W > w the

3C CUt
electron trajectory is terminated. If not, the program returns to what is
here eq.(4.1), i.e. the path length to the next collision is simulated; and
so on.

b) Secondary electron collision

The procedure is similar to that in (a). A random number R is generated. By
means of this number a particular subinterval W. < w <W -is chosen
for the secondary electron energy W, in the range WMINSE < W < T/2 (see
section 2.3). By means of a second random number R, a value for W inside

the subinterval < w < W u J is simulated by the formula

kW,
W = (4.9)

RW,

corresponding to eq.(2-3.13); k is given by eq.(2-3.14). The electron
energy T is decreased by W, the IE channel number is checked and if
Wac > wcut t n e t r a J e c t o r y f° r t n i s electron is terminated. If not,
the program returns to eq.(4.1).

c) Elastic collision

If the VSR model is used, a random number R is generated and the scattering
angle 6 is calculated by

R - 1
cos 9 = 1 +

8 -R + 0.5
a

(4.10)

corresponding to the probability distribution « (j - g + l/ea) -2

3
(see sec t ion 2-1). If the VSA model i s used, one has simply 8 = 0

where 6 g i 8 g iven by eq.(2-) .9) . A further random number R i s used

to simulate the azimuthal sca t ter ing angle <f> according t o the simple

formula 4> - R-2JT, and the subroutine NEWDIR i s ca l l ed to ca l cu la te
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Table 1. Cross section data for RELECN. IE is the channel index
corresponding to electron energy.

Variable Fortran name Coitment

Set
(-dE/ds)
(-dE/ds)

col.c
rad, c

P
rad

c
a

cos 6s

FMEANT(IE)
SCCSDA(IE)
SRCSDA(IE)
PEL(IE)
PGAN(IE)
EPS(IE)
COTHETA(IE)
ACPROBSE(IE.I)

ACPROBR(IE.I)

WFIXSE(IE.I)
WFIXR(IE.I)

Total mean f»ee path
CSDA part of electronic col l i s ions
CSDA part of radiative loss
Probability of e last ic col l is ion
Probability of radiative col l i s ion
Screening factor, VSR model
Cosine of scattering angle, VSA model
Accumulated probabilities for secondary
electron (SE) energy simulation. I i s
subinterval index (I = 1 NCAN)

Same for bremsstrahlung photon energy
simulation

Subinterval midpoint energies, SE
Same, bremsstrahlung
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a new direction of motion (GX.GY.GZ), using the original direction, O
and <f>. Ths program then returns to eq.(4.1), simulating the path length
to the next discrete event.

We can now see which cross section data are basically required in the
simulation loop for a single electron; these data are l isted in Table 1,
which indicates the central part of the data f i le transferred from PRERELECN
to RELECN. We may notice that the subinterval Index runs from 1 to NCAN, where
NCAN = N in the present description.

. Preparation of cross section (Appendix 2)

The cross section data basically required are indicated in the previous
section, and are calculated by PRERELECN according to the theory described in
Section 2. The calculation i s essentially straight-forward and should be
evident from the source code of PRERELECN in Appendix 2. We shall only comment
on the organization of the energy channels IE = 1, ... ,NCH and how they
correspond to the electron energy T.

The total electron kinetic energy range considered is, say, T < T < T
CUT. WEIX

(Tm=~ is not necessarily the initial electron energy T<_, but one must have

T. < T m_ w). The simplest choice would be to simply divide the range from
Tcut t0 T«ax lnt0 N C H equal lntervals ("channels"), each of width

max
(5.1)

and this was actually made in the first versions of RELECN and PRERELECN.
However, this is not very convenient. For the "channel" method to be accurate,
one should have AW « T, but this might not be satisfied at low energies T *
T We have therefore chosen a method of "proportional channels".

Let channel IE be defined as the kinetic energy interval TTI7 < T < TTC
lb lfc + 1

IE = ], 2, 3 NCH. The channel width is proportional to the channel
energy in the sense

T - T
IE+1 ME C-T,IE

(5.2)

where C is a constant determined by T ^ , T r a x and NCH (see below). This

means that the relative accuracy of the channel method will be uniformly the

same at low and high energies. Moreover, let T = T t. Then, from

eq.(5.2), the channel limits are determined by

Tj = , j = 1,2,3 NCH+1 (5.3)

Given T T m a x and the desired number of channels NCH, C is given by
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Tmax ~ TNCH+1

i.e.

NCH (5.4)

Cl = (T /T Jy max' 1 cut '

where Cl =-- C *• 1.

1/NCH (5.5)

Now let T be a given energy in the interval T . < T < T
cut

the corresponding channel IE, we note that, if

To find

T =

then

.x-1 (5.6)

ln(T/T
cut'

X = + 1 (5.7)

In Cl

Thus, we find IE to be the largest integer smaller than x, i.e. the

Fortran statement is simply (Appendix 2)

IE = 1. + (LOG(T)/TCUT)/C1L

where C1L = In Cl.

Typically, NCH is chosen between 100 and 500.

6. Perf oilman ore
In genera], we have performed Monte Carlo simulation of electrons and positrons
with energies between 0.1 MeV and 1000 MeV, for Al and Pb films (as typical
representatives for materials with low and high atomic number), and also for
some compounds, such as BGO / I / and Nal, which are used in nuclear detectors.
Some studies of energy and angular distributions have been made to test the
applicability of our model by comparison with experimental and theoretical
data.

Moreover, we have used our code to study the characteristics of relativistic
electron scattering, as regards total transmission, electron energy
distributions and electron trajectories.

6.1. Accuracy of precalculated cross section data

To test the accuracy of precalculated cross section data, the program RELDATA
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(see section 3) has been used. In table 2, we compare electronic collision

total stopping power (here called ScoJ) and radiative total stopping power

(Srad) with data tabulated by Berger and Seltzer /19/ .

It. can be seen that, the difference in S . i s typically less than 2 %. For
Srad" t h e d l f f e r e n c e I s somewhat larger, typically in the range 5 - 10 * at.
energies > 1 MeV. At lower energies (< 1 MeV), the Schiff cross section,
which is based on the Born approximation, cannot be applied. We ascribe the 5 -
10 % difference at higher energies partly to our use of the simple Schiff cross
section, partly to effects which are then neglected, for example electron-
electron bremsstrahiung emission /19/ . The large relative error in our
value at. low energies i s not serious for our purposes, since
any case very small compared to S ,

col'

rad
rad

is then in

Table 2c, which shows an example of parameters for a compound, shows that the
values obtained by eq.((2-5.7)-(2-5.9)) agree very well with those obtained
by the superposition approximation (program COMPOUND).

We have in the same way compared data for positrons with those tabulated by
Berger and Seltzer /19/ , and have found similar agreement.

6.2. Effect of WMINSE and WMINR on electron energy loss distributions

In order to see the effect of the parameters WMINSE and WMINR, i.e. the
partition into discrete and continuous slowing-down energy loss mechanisms,
we study the energy distributions of electrons which have passed through a
thin foil of material. Therefore, Monte Carlo simulation with RELECN has been
made for a beam of 10 MeV electrons transmitted through different thicknesses
of Pb, viz. d = 0.1-r, d = 0.2-r and d = 0.4-r, where r i s the CSDA range.

Effect of varying WMINSE

To see the effect of WMINSE, we have kept WMINR constant = 0.01 MeV, repeating
the simulation for WMINSE = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 , 1 and 10 MeV. Results are shown
in Fig.4 for the three different thicknesses. We will more closely discuss the
result in Fig.4b, where d = 0.2-r = 0.108 cm.

Consider the result for the case WMINSE = WMINR = 0.01 MeV. The energy loss
due to the CSDA part of electronic collision as well as radiative interaction
is approximately equal to [(-dE/ds)co] R + (-dE/ds)rad c ] d =
(9.422 MeV/cm)(0.108 cm) = 1.02 MeV. Here, the effect'of elastic seal cering
on the average path length of transmitted electrons has been Ignored; this
approximation i s valid provided that the layer i s thin enough compared to
the (average) transport mean free path.

This value 1.02 MeV agrees approximately with the energy gap indicated by an
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Table 2a. Presently calculated and some literature data on electron
penetration in Al. Literature data, labeled NBSIR, are from ref.19. Stopping
powers Scol and Srad are in MeV/cm, CSDA range and Xtr in as.

E (MeV) Scol Dcol
NBSIR

*rad CSDA range

NBSIR

0.1
1.
5.

10.
50.

100.
500.
1000.

8.55
3.94
4.16
4.37
4.80
4.96
5.30
5.43

8.58
3.96
4.22
4.42
4.83
4.98
5.31
5.43

0.008
0.054
0.32
0.72
4.40
9.29

49.8
100.9

0.020
0.056
0.34
0.77
4.75
10.02
53.7
109.1

0.71
0.22
1.17
2.22
7.95
12 3
25.5
31.9

0.0033
0.128
1.70
5.70

108.8
399.8

8486.
31920.

Table 2b. Presently calculated and some literature data on electron
penetration in Pb. Literature data, labeled NBSIR, are fro» ref.19. Stopping
powers Scflj and S r a d are in MeV/cm, CSDA range and \tT in cm.

E (MeV)
col Scol

NBSIR

5rad brad
NBSIR

CSDA range

0.1
1.
5.
10.
50.

100.
500.
1000.

22.3
11.4
13.0
13.9
15.7
16.3
17.5
17.9

22.3
11.3
12.7
13.9
15.5
16.2
17.5
17.9

0.17
1.13
6.53
14.4
85.7
179.
943.
1905.

0.50
1.46
6.55
13.7
77.9

163.
864.
1747.

0.004
0.072
0.33
0.54
1.24
1.58
2.42
2.77

0.0002
0.0066
0.086
0.29
5.36
19.6

412.
1543.

Table 2c. Presently calculated and some literature data on electron
penetration in CaFg. Literature data, labeled NBSIR, are from ref.19.
Stopping powers S , and S r a d are in MeV/cm, CSDA range and X t in cm.
Presently calculated values labeled COMP have been calculated by means of
COMPOUND (superposition principle); values labeled "eff" have been calculated
by means of tho method of "effective" atomic number and atomic weight (Section
2-5). In the present case, Z = 14.646 and Aoff = 29.818.

eff eff

E (MeV)
* col
eff

3col
COMP

acol
NBSIR eff

arad
COMP

arad
NBSIR

1.
5.

10.
100.
1000.

4.72
4.97
5.21
5.92
6.48

4.67
4.90
5.15
5.90
6.41

4.71
4.05
5.20
5.89
6.45

0.073
0.43
0.97
12.49
135.4

0.073
0.43
0.96
12.46
135.0

0.077
0.46
1.03
13.32
144.9
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arrow for the WMINSE = 0.01 MeV distribution in Fig.4b. This energy gap »ay
here be ascribed to the fact that - in our node! - all electrons lose at least
1.02 NeV when passing through the layer, due to the unavoidable partial CSDA
loss. Most electrons, in addition, undergo several discrete inelastic events,
and thus produce the tail of the distribution. It will be seen below, that the
energy gap is in fact realistic, i.e. the partial CSDA is a good approxination
for relativistic electrons.

For WMINSE equal to 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1 MeV, the simulated distributions
in Fig.4b practically coincide, i.e. for WMINSE £ 0.1 MeV the value of the
parameter WMINSE has negligible influence. Thus, for sufficiently small
WMINSE, the model is insensitive to WMINSE, as it should be to be useful.

In the case WMINSE = 10 MeV, WMINSE has been set equal to the initial electron
energy T. This means that the electronic collision part of the energy loss
process takes place entirely in the CSDA. The energy gap is then estimated as
(total S c o ] )d = 13.95 MeV/cmO.108 cm = 1.5 MeV, in approximate agreement
with the simulated distribution (Fig.4b). The distribution has been shifted
somewhat towards larger energy loss, but is still in rough agreement with the
distributions for lower values of WMINSE.

Finally, we set both parameters equal to T i.e. WMINR = WMINSE = 10 MeV.
This means that all inelastic processes - radiative as well as electronic
collisions - take place in the CSDA, i.e. we make a straight-forward CSDA
simulation. The energy gap is increased to % 3 MeV, in agreement with an
estimate from the total stopping power. The change in energy distribution
is very substantial. This shows that radiative straggling (discrete photons)
is much more important for the energy loss distribution in the relativistic
region than the straggling due to secondary electrons. Although a rough energy
distribution may therefore be obtained even by using the total CSDA for the
electronic collision process, one must note that an upper limit exists for
WMINSE values such that the model can be regarded as reasonably accurate.

Effect of varying WMINR

The same procedures have been used to study the effect of WMINR on the energy
loss distribution, and here WMINSE has been kept constant at 0.01 MeV. The
result is exemplified in Fig.5. We see that the distributions practically
coincide for different, low values of WMINR (0.001 MeV, 0.01 MeV, 0.1 MeV). For
WMINR = 1 MeV, a visible difference arises. Moreover, if WMINR is increased to
10 MeV (WMINR = TJn), the radiative process takes place entirely in the CSDA.
The effect on the energy distribution is considerably larger than in the case

(WMINSE = Tln, WMINR - 0.01 MeV), which again shows that radiative straggling
dominates.
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(a)

0 5 '0 0
ELECTRON KINETIC ENERGY (MeV) El ECTRON KINENTIC ENERGY(MeV) ELECTRON KINETIC ENERGY (MeV)

Fig.4 Effect, of WMINSF, demonstrated: RELECN-simulated energy loss
distributjons for electrons of initial energy 10 MeV, transmitted through
Pb layers of thickness d = 0.1 r (a), d = 0.2 r (b) and d = 0.4 r (c), where
r = 0.54 cm is the CSDA range. The VSA model is used with \ = 0.01 cm
(9max = 4 0 ° ) - In a J 1 c a s e s e x c e p t ( A ) > W M I N R = 0 0 1 M e V > T ^ cut-off
energy is 0.1 MeV and the number of electrons simulated in each case is
20 000. Distributions are here and elsewhere in the report shown by marks
joined by lines or curves (for clarity); they represent histograms.
WMINSE is varied as follows: (•) shows result for WMINSE = 0.01 MeV, which
practically coincides with the results for WMINSE = 0.001 MeV and
WMINSE = 0.1 MeV. (D) shows result for WMINSE = 1.0 MeV and (•) the
result for WMINSE = 10 MeV (i.e. complete CSDA for the electronic collisions)
Finally, (A) shows result for WMINSE = 10 MeV and WMINR = 10 MeV, i.e.
complete CSDA for electronic as well as radiative collisions.
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Fig.5. Effect of WMINR demonstrated: RELECN-simulated energy loss
distributions for electrons of initial energy 10 MeV transmitted through
Pb layers of thickness d = 0.2 r, where r is the CSDA range. In all cases
except (A), WMINSE = 0.01 MeV. 20 000 electrons are simulated with the
VSA model using X = 0.01 cm.
(O) WMINR = 0.00?aMeV (coincides with results for WMINR = 0.01 MeV and

WMINR =0.1 MeV)
( D) WMINR = 1.0 MeV
(A) WMINR = 10 MeV (complete CSDA for radiative losses)
(A) WMINR = WMINSE = 10 MeV (complete CSDA)
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Effect on computer time

The computer time increases substantially as HMINSE is decreased to very small
values. However, the computer time is not particularly sensitive to HNINR.

The insensitivity to WNINR (which can be traced back to the % W"1 dependence
of the bremsstrahlung cross section) is fortunate, since it means that we can,
without difficulty, choose a very small WMINR value and thus obtain an accurate
simulation of the most important contribution to the straggling.

6.3. Angular distribution of transmitted electrons
In particular, we shall look at the angular distribution of a normally incident
electron beam, transmitted through a very thin layer. First, we may comment on
the relation between the transport mean free path description and the multiple
scattering theories of Williams /25/ and Noliere /26/.

For a highly energetic electron beam penetrating a very thin layer, we can make
the following approximations:

a) energy loss may be neglected. Thus, X »ay be regarded as constant.
b) average scattering angles and average deflection of transmitted electrons

from the original direction of motion may be assumed to be small.
c) we may set s % d, where s is the path length of the electrons in the layer,

and d the layer thickness.

Within (a), the exact formula for the average deflection angle © is /5,14/

(cos ©)av = exp(-sAtr)

To first order in d % s we therefore obtain

(6.1)

(cos % 1 -

Since (1 - (cos 0) 2) = (sin 0) 2 * © 2, we get
av av av

(6.2)

(6.3)

Thus, the average deflection is proportional to the square root of the layer
thickness. This agrees the theories of Williams /6,25/ and MolJere /6,26/.
To see the connection, we may start from the theory of errors, from which n
successive scattering events, each with a (small) average scattering angle
9gv, gives (analogous to random walk) a gaussian distribution /25/ with the
average final deflection angle © given by

0
av

9
av

(6.4)
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n * d/Xe =
x t r(i - cos eav) \ r(» a v

2 / 2)

Eliminating n from eq.(6.4) and eq.(6,5), we obtain

(6.5)

(6.6)

in agreement with eq.(6.3). In our opinion, the usefulness of the transport
mean free path description is again demonstrated by the simplicity and
conciseness of the expression (6.3).

The performance of the VSA and VSR models is shown clearly by a comparison
with a measurement by Hanson et al I21I. This measurement deals precisely with
the situation discussed in eqs.(6J) - (6.6). An electron beam of initial

o
energy 15.7 MeV was transmitted through thin Au layers (18.66 mg/cm and

o
37.28 mg/cm ). The measured angular distributions are shown in Fig.6,
together with distributions simulated by REI.ECN using the VSA and VSR models.
It can be seen that the VSR model simulation agrees well with the measured
angular distribution for both thicknesses, while the VSA model, exemplified for
the smaller thickness, appears to give a too wide distribution.

This can be understood as follows. The average deflection © js in fact
very nearly the same for the VSA and VSR simulated distributions, as one should
expect from eq.(6.3) (\^ j s of course equal). Since the VSR prediction
agrees well with measurement, we may conclude that this © value also

av
agrees with the experimental data. If the angular distribution is examined also
at larger angles, it is seen that in the case of VSR simulation, and in the
case of experiment /27/, there is also a contribution at large scattering
angles (i.e. the distribution has a long, thin tail). This distribution tail is
absent in the VSA simulation, where single large angle scattering cannot occur.
Since © a v must be very nearly equal, it follows that the central peak of the
VSA model distribution must be wider than in the case of VSR and experiment.

It may be noted that the "gaussian" multiple small-angle scattering theory /2i>/
agrees well /27/ with the experimental "central peak" in Fig.6. One may ask
why the VSA simulation does not agree with this gaussian distribution; they
both neglect the effect of single large scattering angles. The explanation is
apparently that the "gaussian" theory here does not take account of the whole
scattering cross section; single scattering angles above a certain limit are
ignored /6,25/. Consequently, the transport mean free path will be too largo,
which explains why the "gaussian" theory distribution is more narrow than the
distribution simulated by VSA.

The above arguments are further illustrated in Fig.7, which shows angular
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distributions obtained by VSA and VSR for 100 MeV electrons incident on various
thicknesses of Al. It is seen that with increasing thickness, the difference
between the distributions obtained with VSA and VSR decreases; this is
expected, since the two models should be equivalent in the Halt of long
path length.

6.4. Total transmission
Unfortunately, we have not found so »any experimental or theoretical data for
the total transmission T(d) of relativistic electrons incident on plane layers.
We present here a comparison with a previous simulation by Seltzer and Berger
/28/ for the case of 1 MeV electrons incident on Al foils (Fig.8); this
simulation has been shown to be in good agreement with experiment /28/. We may
conclude from Fig.8 that RELECN should be in good agreement with experiment at
least at lower relativistic energies. We have also checked that RELECN agrees
reasonably well with experimental data at non-relativistic energies, for which
several experimental investigations have been made. Of course, RELECN is not
designed to cope with the low electron energy region in a precise manner; for
this, corrections to the X value as presently calculated may be necessary
/13-15/, as well as a more detailed electronic collision model /29/.

In order to study the characteristic T(d) function at higher relativistic
energies, RELECN has been used to simulate the transmission of 1 NeV, 10 MeV
and 100 MeV through Al, Pb and BGO plane layers (Fig.9). It can be seen that
for the lower energies - 1 and 10 MeV - the "effective" electron range (i.e.
the d, where T(d), as an estimate, vanishes) is smaller than the CSDA range;
this is due to the elastic scattering. In the case of Al i t is nearly equal to
the CSDA range, which indicates that scattering is less strong in Al (low Z).
At 100 MeV, however, it generally somewhat larger than the CSDA range. This
should be due partly to the strong straggling effect in the radiative energy
loss, which becomes dominant at high relativistic energies, partly to the
"beam-like" trajectory pattern at high relativistic energies (see Figs.16-17).

6.5. Electron energy distributions
For the energy loss distribution of an electron beam transmitted through a
plane layer, the results of RELECN are with a few exceptions in good agreement
with experimental data and with previous calculations. Fig.10 shows a
comparison between REI.F.CN and a simulation based on the Landau formalism /30/
for 20 MeV electrons transmitted through 0.25 cm of water. Our simulation also
agrees very well with a simulation for this case by Rogers /31/.

Good agreement with the Landau formalism as well as with experiment is shown
in Fig.ll for 15.7 MeV electrons passing through 0.86 g/cm2 of Al /32/. One
may notice that an "energy gap" (cf.section 6.2) is present also in experiment;
i.e. even if we lower WMINSE to % 0, an energy gap will remain, which
evidently is due to the fact, that a major part of the electronic collision
energy loss occurs by means of a very large number of collisions in which the
energy loss is very small compared to the electron energy. This means, as
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Fig.8. Total transmission of a 1 MeV electron beam normally incident,
on Al. (d/r) is fractional thickness, with r (CSDA range) - 0.22 cm. The solid
curve shows a simulation by ref.28, reported to be in good agreement with
experiment. (•) = RELECN simulation with cut-off energy 0.04 MeV and
Xea = ° 01 cm (VSA m o d e ] ) - WMINR = WMINSE = 0.01 MeV.
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Fig-12. Energy distribution of 24.8 Mê T electrons passing through
1.07 g/cm* and 2.46 g/cm2 Pb foils, and through 1.69 g/cm2 and
3.42 g/cm Al foils. Full curves show experimental results (ref.33).
CA)
(Pb) and 1.69 g/cm* (Al).

REI.ECN-simulated, scaled to the experimental curves for 1.07 g/cm2
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mentioned above, that partial CSDA for the electronic collisions is a good
approximation for relativistic electrons.

Comparison with further experimental data /33/ is shown in Fig.12 for low (Al)
and high (Pb) Z materials.

Fig.13 shows an example for the scintillation detector material BGO, which has
a high effective atomic number. An interesting feature is that the peak of the
distribution for large thickness and high (100 MeV) energy actually shifts to
very low energies; i.e. the distribution is, so to speak, tilted to low rather
than to high energies. This is quite unlike the behaviour of non-relativistic
electrons, and may be due to the beam-like trajectories and large radiative
losses at high energies. One further example is seen in Fig.14, for the case of
Al (low Z). In this case, a layer thickness larger than the CSDA range is
required to "tilt" the distribution to lower energies.

8.6. Photon energy distributions
To check that RF.I.ECN performs the simulation of discrete bremsstrahlung photons
properly, we have compared the simulated photon intensity (photon energy *
photon energy distribution) with available experimental data. One particular
example for the case of a high energy electron beam incident on a very thin
layer is shown in Fig.15.

6.7. Electron trajectories
Electron trajectories simulated by RELTRAJN (see section 3.3) are shown in
Fig.16 and Fig.17 for electrons penetrating Al and Pb, respectively. One can
see that with increasing initial energy, the trajectory pattern becomes more
and more beam-like. It should be noted that such a behaviour is not found for
non-relativistic electrons; basically, it can be related to the path length
dependence of X^, which is distinctly different in the relativistic and
non-relativistic regions 121.
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Fig.15. Bremsstrahlung intensity spectrum for 3:12 MeV electrons incident
on a thin tungsten film (0.05 cm). ( O ) = measurement (ref.34), ( A ) = RELECN
simulation, scaled to measured data.
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C
C

c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c

1008

c
c
c

PROGRAM REI.ECN

RELECN PERFORMS MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF RELATIVISTIC
ELECTRON SCATTERING AND ENERGY LOSS.
PRECALCULATED DATA ARE OBTAINED FROM PRERELECN.FOR ON
THE FILE PRERELN.DAT AND FROM RSTRUCTN.FOR ON RSTRUCTN.DAT.
DOCUMENTATION AND OUTPUT ARE SHOWN IN RELECOUTN.DAT.

DIMENSION FMEANT(500).SCCSDA(500),SRCSDA(500),PEL(500),
PGAM(500),WFIXSE(500,50),ACPROBSE(500,50),WFIXR(500.50),

! ATOMIC NUMBER (*)

! ATOMIC WEIGHT (*)

! MEAN IONIZATION POTENTIAL (EV) (*)

C0THETA(500),WGRAD(50),EPS(500),
NELEC(15).TraCKN(15),WELT(50),WELB(50),WRAD(50),WSEC(50),
TINIT(15).ETA(200),GTRANS(50),WGTRANS(50)

0PEN(UNIT=2>NAME='PRERELN.DAT'>TYPF.='0LD
>)

OPEN(UNIT=],NAME-'RSTRUCTN.DATI,TYPF,='OLDI)
0PEN(UNIT=3,NAME='RELEC0UTN.DAT',TYPE='NEW')

READ CROSS SECTION DATA FROM PRERELN.DAT:

WRITE(3,1008)
FORMATC INPUT DATA IN PRERELECN.FOR:',//)
READ(2.1004)DENS ! DENSITY (*)
WRITE(3,1004)DENS
READ(2,1003)Z
WRITE(3,1003)Z
READ(2,1003)A0
WRITE(3(1003)A0
READ(2,1003)AIP
WRITE(3,1003)AIP
READ(2,1001)IDEL ! IDEL=] : DENSITY EFFECT INCLUDED (*)
WRITE(3J00])IDEL

(*) = NOT USED IN RELECN - FOR DOCUMENTATION ONLY

READ(2,1004)TMAX ! INITIAL KINETIC ENERGY (MEV)
WRITE(3J004)TMAX
READ(2,1003)TCUT ! CUT-OFF KINETIC ENERGY (MEV)
WRITE(3,1003)TCUT
READ(2,1003)Cl ! C ENERGY CHANNEL INCREASE FACTOR
WRITE(3,1003)Cl
C1L=LOG(C1)

READ(2,1001)NCH ! NUMBER OF PRIMARY ELECTRON ENERGY CW
WRITE(3,1001)NCH

READ(2,1001)NCAN ! NUMBER OF CHANNELS IN WFIXR, ACPROBR,
! WFIXSE AND ACPROBSE

WRITE(3,1001)NCAN
READ(2,1004)VfMINSE ! MINIMUM S.E. ENERGY (MEV)
WRITE(3,1004)WMINSE
READ(2J003)WMTNR ! MINIMUM DISCRETE BREMSSTR.ENERGY (MEV)
WRITE(3,1003)WMINR
READ(2,1003)FMEANEL ! ARTIFICIAL MEAN FREE PATH (CM)
WRITE(3,1003)FMEANEL

READ(2,1OO1)MODF, ! MODF.=1: VSR , M0DE=2: VSA
WRITE(3,1001)M0nF

READ(2,1003)THETAMAX ! MAXIMUM AVERAGE SCATTERING ANGLE
WRITE(3,1003)THETAMAX
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C

C

C

c

c
1001
1003
1004
1005
1006
C

C
C
C

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

1009

DO IE=1.NCH

READ(2,1OO5)IEE
READ(2,1003)SC0L
READ(2,1003)SC0LSE
READ(2,1003)SRAD
READ(2,1003)TRMFP
READ(2,1003)SEIMFP

READ(2,1003)FMEANT(IE)
READ(2,1003)SCCSDA(IE)

READ(2,1003)SRCSDA(IE)
READ(2,1003)PEL(IE)
READ(2,1003)PGAN(IE)

IF(M0DE.EQ.l)READ(2,1003)EPS(IE)
IF(MODE.EQ.2)READ(2,1003)C0THETA(IE)

! LOOP OVER ENERGY CHANNELS

! DUMMY (ENERGY CHANNEL NUMBER)
DUMMY (FOR INSPECTION ONLY)

! TOTAL MEAN FREE PATH (CM)
! CSDA PART OF COL.STOP. POWER
CSDA PART OF RAD.STOP. POWER
PROBABILITY OF ELASTIC COLLISION
PROBABILITY OF RADIATIVE COLLISION

! SCREENING FACTOR, VSR
! COS(VSA ANGLE)

DO I=1,NCAN ! S.E. ENERGIES AND PROBABILITIES
READ(2,1006)WFIXSE(IE,I),ACPROBSE(IE,I)
END DO
DO I=1.NCAN ! BREMSTR. ENERGIES AND PROBABILITIES
READ(2,1006)WFIXR(IE,I),ACPROBR(IE,I)
END DO

FORMAT(IX.IIO)
FORMAT(1X,E12.6)
FORMAT(/,1X,E12.6)
F0RMAT(20X,I4)
FORMAT(1X,E12.6,2X,E12.6)

END DO ! END OF LOOP OVER ENERGY CHANNELS

DO IE=],NCH
DWR(IE)=WFIXR(IE,2)-WFIXR(IE(1) ! INTERVAL IN SIMULATION
DWSE(IE)=WFIXSE(IE,2)-WFIXSE(IE,1) !
END DO

NOTE: THE ENERGY CHANNELS IE, WITH VARIABLE WIDTH = DE,
ARE USED .

TO KEEP TRACK OF WHICH PARAMETERS TO USE IN THE ELECTRON
SCATTERING. THE WIDTHS DWR(IE) ARE ASSOCIATED WITH THE
ACKUMULATED PROBABILITIES ACPROBR FOR THE SIMULATION OF

BREMSSTRAHLUNG, AND THE WIDTHS DWSE(IE) ARE IN THE SAME WAY
ASSOCIATED WITH THE SIMULATION OF SECONDARY ELECTRONS.

READ DATA FROM RSTRUCT1.DAT

WRITE(3,1009)
F0RMAT(///,' INPUT DATA IN RSTRUCT.DAT:1,//)

READ(1,1OO1)JGEO ! BEAM START (1) OR ISOTROPIC START (2)
WRITE(3,1001)IGEO

READ(1,1OO1)NLAY ! NUMBER OF LAYERS (THICKNESSES)
WRITE(3,100])NLAY

READ(I,]001)IR ! START NUMBER FOR RANDOM GENERATOR
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C
C
C
C
C

c
c

! THICKNESS OF LAYER (I) (CM)

! NUMBER OF ELECTRONS FOR LAYER (I)

WRITE(3,1001)IR
DO I=1,NLAY
READ(1.1003)THICKN(I)

WRrTE(3.1003)THICKN(I)
READ(1,1OO1)NELEC(I)

WRITE(3.1001 )NELEC(I)
READ(l,1003)TINIT(I)
WRITE(3,1003)TINIT(I) ! INITIAL ELECTRON ENERGY FOR LAYER(I)
END DO

READ(1.1003)WELMIN ! MINIMUM OF EL.ENERGY LOSS DISPLAY (MEV)
READ(l,1003)WELMAX ! MAXIMUM OF EL.ENERGY LOSS DISPLAY (MEV)

READ(l,1003)WRADMIN ! MINIMUM OF PHOTON DISPLAY (MF.V)
READ(l,1003)WRADMAX ! MAXIMUM OF PHOTON DISPLAY (MEV)

READ(l,1003)WSECMIN ! MINIMUM OF SECONDARY EL. DISPLAY (MEV)
READ(l,1003)WSECMAX ! MAXIMUM OF SECONDARY EL. DISPLAY (MEV)
READ(1.1OO1)NDIS ! NUMBER OF CHANNELS IN DISPLAYS

READ(1,1OO1)IICOL ! =0: SCCSDA AND SEC.ELECTRONS EXCLUDED
WRITE(3,1001)IIC0L
READ(lr1001)IIRAn ! =0: BREMSSTRAHLUNG EXCLUDED
WRITE(3,1001)IIRAD
READ(l,1001)IIEL ! =0: ELASTIC SCATTERING EXCLUDED
WRITE(3,1001)IIEL

READ(l,1003)THMIN ! MINIMUM ANGLE IN GRAD
READ(l,1003)THMAX ! MAXIMUM ANGLE IN GRAD
GMIN=COSD(THMAX)
GMAX=COSD(THMIN)

! CHANNELWIDTHS FOR DISPLAYS
RNDIS=NDIS
DWRAD=(WRADMAX-WRADMIN)/RNDIS
DWSEC=(WSECMAX-WSECMIN)/RNDIS
DWEL=(WELMAX-WELMIN)/RNDIS

DGRAD=(THMAX-THMIN)/RNDIS
NDIS1=NDIS+1
DO J=1,NDIS1
ETA(J)=(J-1)*DGRAD

END DO

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

ARRANGE FOR SIMULATION WITH DIFFERENT THICKNESSES

DO 2 0 0 0 ID=1,NLAY
D=THICKN(JD)
NEL=NELEC(ID)

T=0. ! T IS TOTAL TRANSMISSION
B=0. ! B IS TOTAL BACKSCATTERING
RIEL=O ! RIEL COUNTS NUMBER OF ELASTIC COLLISIONS
RIRAD=O ! RIRAD " " " RADIATIVE "
RISEC=O ! RISEC " " " SECONDARY ELECTRONS

EDCSC=O. ! ENERGY LOST BY COLLISION CSDA
EDCSR=O. ! ENERGY LOST BY RADIATIVE CSDA
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C
C
C
C
C

C
C

c

c
15

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
3

EDPHO=0. ! ENERGY LOST BY DISCRETE PHOTONS
EDSEC=0. ! ENERGY LOST BY SECONDARY ELECTRONS

GZSUM-0. ! AVERAGE DIRECTION IN TRANSMISSION
DO I=1,NDIS
WELT(I)=O. ! ENERGY LOSS DISTRIBUTION, TRANSMITTED ELECTRONS

WELB(I)=0. ! ENERGY LOSS DISTRIBUTION, BACKSCATTERED "
WRAD(I)=0. ! INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION, BREMSSTRAHLUNG

NRAD(I)=O. ! BREMSSTRAHLUNG ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
WSEC(I)=0. ! ENERGY DISTRIBUTION, SECONDARY ELECTRONS
GTRANS(I)=O. ! TRANSMITTED ELECTRON ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION
WGTRANS(I)=O. ! SAME, PER UNIT SOLID ANGLE

1 RAD(I)=O. ! ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF PHOTONS
fcGRAD(I)=O. ! PHOTON INTENSITY ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION
END DO

START ELECTRON (AT ORIGO)

DO 1500 NF.=1,NEL
Z=0.

X=0.
Y=0.
TIN=TINIT(ID)
IE=1.+LOG(TIN/TCUT)/C1L
IF(IE.GT.NCH)IE=NCH
WAC=O. ! WAC=ACKUMUI,ATED ENERGY LOSS
WCUT=TIN-TCUT ! WCUT IS CUT-OFF ENERGY LOSS

CHOICE OF INITIAL DIRECTION OF MOTION

IF(IGE0.EQ.2)G0 TO 15
GX=O.
GY=0.
GZ=1. ! BEAM START ALONG Z AXIS
GO TO 3

YY=RAN(IR)
GZ=2.*(YY-0.5) ! ISOTROPIC START DISTRIBUTION
GZ2=SQRT(1.-GZ**2)
YY=RAN(IR)
PHI=YY*6.283185
COP=COS(PHI)
SIP=SIN(PHI)
GX=GZ2*C0P
GY=GZ2*SIP

*****************************************************

CENTRAL SINGLE COLLISION LOOP

YY=RAN(IR)
DS=-FMEANT(IE)*LOG(1 .-YY)

ZO=Z
X=X+GX*DS
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Y=Y+GY*DS
Z=Z+GZ*DS
IF(Z.GE.D)GO TO 10 ! ELECTRON TRANSMITTED

IF(IGE0.NE.2.AND.Z.LE.0.)G0 TO 11 ! BACKSCATTERED

C1=SCCSDA(IE)*DS ! COLLISION CSDA LOSS OVER DS
IF(IICOL.EQ.O)C1=0.
C2=SRCSDA(IE)*DS ! RADIATIVE CSDA LOSS OVER DS
IF(IIRAD.EQ.0)C2=0.
WAC=WAC+C1+C2 ! TOTAL CSDA ENERGY LOSS OVER DS
EDCSC=EDCSC+C1
EDCSR=EDCSR+C2
IF(WAC.GE.WCUT)GO TO 1500
IE=1.+(LOG((TIN-WAC)/TCUT)/C1L) ! MOVE EVENTUALLY

TO NEXT ENERGY CHANNEL
IF(IE.GT.NCH)IE=NCH

C
c
L

p
L

C
f

31

CHOOSE TYPE OF COLLISION

Q1=PEL(IE)
Q2=PEL(IE)+PGAM(IE)
YY=RAN(IR)
IF(YY.LT.Q1)GO TO 20
IF(YY.LT.Q2)G0 TO 31
GO TO 39

RADIATIVE PROCESS

IFHIRAD.EO.O1GO TO 3

! ELASTIC COLLISION
! RADIATIVE PROCESS

! SECONDARY ELECTRON COLLISION

! DEFINE INTERVAL LIMITS

! SIMULATE WITHIN LIMITS
! ACCORDING TO 1/W

SCATTERING ANGLE FOR PHOTONS

YY=RAN(IR) ! SELECT INTERVAL
DO J=1,NCAN
AC=ACPROBR(IE,J)
IF(YY.LE.AC)THEN

W1=WFIXR(IE,J)-O.5*DWR(IE)
W2=WFIXR(IE,J)+0.5*DWR(IE)
YYY=RAN(IR)
W=W1*(W2/W1)**YYY
GO TO 32

END IF
END DO

32 STR-0.51]/(TIN-WAC+0.511)
CTR=SQRT(1.-STR**2)
YY=RAN(IR)
PHIR=YY*6.283185
GXRO=GX
GYRO=GY
GZRO=GZ
CALL NEWDIR(GXRO,GYRO,GZRO,PHIR,CTR,GXR,GYR,GZR)
WAC=WAC+W
EDPHO=EDPHO+W
RIRAD=RIRAD+1

C
THE=ACOSD(GZR)

IF(THE.GE.THMIN.AND.THE.LE.THMAX)THEN
J»(THE-THMIN)/DGRAD+1.

J J = J - 1
IF(JJ.EQ.NDIS)J=NDIS
GRAD(J)=GRAD(J)+1. ! STORE IN PHOTON ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION



WGRAD(J)=WGRAD(J)+W
END IF
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! PHOTON INTENSITY ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION

IF(W.GE.WRADMIN.AND.W.LE.WRADMAX)THEN
J=(W-WRADMIN)/DWRAD+1.
WRAD(J)=WRAD(J)+W ! STORE PHOTON ENERGY IN DISPLAY

NRAD(J)=NRAD(J)+1 ! STORE PHOTON IN DISPLAY
END IF

C
C

C
c
c
39

38

C
C
C
20

IF(WAC.GE.WCUT)GO TO 1500
IE=1.+(LOG((TIN-WAC)/TCUT)/C1L)

IF(IE.GT.NCH)IE=NCH
MOVE EVENTUALLY TO NEXT ENERGY CHANNEL

GO TO 3 ! NEXT PATH LENGTH SIMULATED

! SELECT INTERVAL AND
! SIMULATE W WITHIN INTERVAL

! ACCORDING TO 1/W**2

SECONDARY ELECTRON COLLISION

IF(IICOL.EQ.O)GO TO 3
YY=RAN(IR)
DO I=1,NCAN
AC=ACPROBSE(IE,I)
IF(YY.LE.AC)THEN

Wl=WFIXSE(IE,I)-0.5*DWSE(IE)
W2=WFIXSE(IE,I)+0.5*DWSE(IE)
WNORM=W1 *W2/DWSE(IE)
YYY=RAN(IR)
W=WNORM*W1 /(WNORM-YYY*W1)
GO TO 3 8

END IF
END DO
WAC=WAC+W
EDSEC=EDSEC+W
RISEC=RISEC+1

IF(W.GT.WSECMIN.AND.W.LT.WSECMAX)THEN
J=(W-WSECMIN)/DWSEC+1.
WSEC(J)=WSEC(J)+1.
END IF

IF(WAC.GF..WCUT)GO TO 1500
IE=1 .+(LOG((TIN-WAC)/TCUT)/C11,)
MOVE EVENTUALLY TO THE NEXT ENERGY CHANNEL
IF(IE.GT.NCH)IE=NCH
GO TO 3 ! SIMULATE NEXT PATH LENGTH

ELASTIC COLLISION

IF(IIEL.EQ.0)GO TO 3
IF(MODE.EQJ )THEN
YY=RAN(IR)
CT=l.+(YY-l) /(YY*EPS(IE)+0.5) ! POLAR SCATTERING ANGLE, VSR
END IF

IF(MODE.EQ.2)CT=C0THETA(IE) ! POLAR SCATTERING ANGLE, VSA

YY=RAN(IR)
PHI=YY*6.283185

! SIMULATE AZIMUTHAL SCATTERING ANGLE
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C
r
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
10

c
c
c

COMPUTE NEW DIRECTION OF MOTION

GXO=GX
GYO=GY
GZO=GZ
CALL NEWDIR(GXO,GYO,GZO,PHI,CT,GX,GY,GZ)

RIEL=RIEL+1
GO TO 3 ! SIMULATE NEXT PATH LENGTH

END OF SINGLE COLLISION LOOP

»»it****************************************************

TRANSMITTED ELECTRON:

T=T+1.
DS=DS*((D-ZO)/(Z-ZO)) ! (D-ZO)/(Z-ZO) IS CORRECTION FACTOR FOR DS
C1=SCCSDA(IE)*DS
IF(IICOL.EQ.O)C1=O.
C2=SRCSDA(IE)*DS
IF(IIRAD.EQ.0)C2=0.
WAC=WAC+C1+C2
EDCSC=EDCSC+C1
EDCSR=EDCSR+C2
GZSUM=GZSUM+GZ

IF(WAC.GE.WELMIN.AND.WAC.LT.WELMAX)THEN
J=(WAC-WELMIN)/DWEL+].
WELT(J)=WELT(J)+1. ! STORE IN ENERGY LOSS DISPLAY
END IF

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION FOR ELECTRON' TRANSMISSION:

THET=ACOSD(GZ)
IF(THET.GE.THMIN.AND.THET.LE.THMAX)THEN
J=(THET-THMIN)/DGRAD+1.
JJ=J-1
IF(JJ.EQ.NDIS)J=NDIS
GTRANS(J)=GTRANS(J)+1.
END IF

C
C
C
11

c
c

GO TO 1500

BACKSCATTERED ELECTRON:

B=B+1.
DS=DS*ZO/(ZO-Z) .' ZO/(ZO-Z) IS CORRECTION FACTOR FOR DS.
Cl =SCCSDA(IE)*DS
IF(IICOL.EQ.O)C1=0.
C2=SRCSDA(IE)*DS
IF(IIRAD.EQ.O)C2=0.
WAC-WAC+C1+C2
EDCSC=EDCSC+C1
EDCSR=EDCSR+C2

IF(WAC.GT.WELMIN.AND.WAC.LT.WELMAX)THEN
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C
1500
C
C
C
C
C

C
C

c

c
1011

1012

1013

1115
C

1014

J=(WAC-WELMIN)/DWEL+1.
WELB(J)=WELB(J)+1. ! STORE IN ENERGY LOSS DISPLAY
END IF

CONTINUE ! WITH THE NEXT ELECTRON

FINISH THIS LAYER BY WRITING RESULTS:

RNEL=NEL
IF(T.GT.O.)GZSUM=GZSUM/T
T=T/RNEL

B=B/RNEL
ANGLE=ACOSD(GZSUM)
RIEI.=RIEL/RNEI.
RIRAD=RIRAD/RNEL
RISEC=RISEC/RNEL
EDCSC=EDCSC/RNEL
EDCSR=EDCSR/RNEL
EDPHO=EDPHO/RNEI.
EDSEC=EDSEC/RNEL

DO I=1,NDIS
WELT(I)=(WELT(I)/RNEL)*(TIN/DWEL) ! PER UNIT FRACTIONAL LOSS
WELB(I)=(WELB(I)/RNEL)*(TIN/DWEL) !
END DO

! PHOTON INTENSITY/ELECTRON (MEBV)
! PHOTON INTENSITY/ELECTRON(ANG.DIS.)
! PHOTONS/ELECTRON (ANGULAR DISTR.)
! SECONDARY ELECTRONS/ELECTRON

! TRANSM.ELECTRON ANGULAR DISTR.

DO J=1,NDIS
WRAD(J)=WRAD(J)/RNEL

WGRAD(J)=WGRAD(J)/RNEL
GRAD(J)=GRAD(J)/RNEL
WSEC(J)=WSEC(J)/RNEI,

GTRANS(J)=GTRANS(J)/RNEI,
ETA1=ETA(J)

JJ=J+1
ETA2=ETA(JJ)
WGTRANS(J)=GTRANS(J)/(6.2831853*(C0SD(ETAl)-C0SD(ETA2)))

WGTRANS IS TRANSM. ELECTRON ANGULAR DIST. PER UNIT SOLID ANGLE

END DO

WRITE(3r1011)D
FORMAT(1H1,//,' LAYER WITH THICKNESS^, F10.4,1 CM',/,

1 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX',///)
WRITE(3,]0]2)NEL
FORMATC NUMBER OF SIMULATED ELECTR0NS=',I10)
WRITE(3,1013)T,B
FORMAT(/,f TRANSMISSI0N=',F8.3,' BACKSCATTERING=', F8.3,/)
WRITE(3,1115)ANGLE
FORMAT(/,f AVERAGE TRANSMISSION SCATTERING ANGLE=', F8.3,/)

WRITE(3,1014)RTEL,RTRAD,RISEC
FORMAT(/,' ELASTIC COLLISIONS PER ELECTRON=\11X,F10.3,/,

1 RADIATIVE COLLISIONS PER ELECTRON=',9X,F10.3,/,
1 SECONDARY ELECTRON COLLISIONS PER ELECTR0N=1,F10.3,/)
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1025

C

1015

1016

C

1028

1029

C

1017
C

1018

1019

1022

1023

C

1020

1021

WRITE(3,1025)EDCSC,EDCSR,EDSEC.EDPH0
FORMAT(/,' ENERGY LOSS (MEV) PER ELECTRON DUE TO1./,
' COLLISION CSDA \ F1O.3,/,
1 RADIATIVE CSDA ', F1O.3./,
1 SECONDARY ELECTRONS ', F10.3./,
1 DISCRETE PHOTONS ', F1O.3,/)

WRITE(3,1015)
FORMAT(///,' ELECTRON ENERGY LOSS DISTRIBUTIONS:'.//,
1 W(MEV) DT/D(W/TIN) DB/D(W/TIN)\//)

DO I=1.NDIS
W=WELMIN+I*DWEL-0.5*DWEL
WRITE(3,1016)W,WELT(I),WELB(I)
FORMAT(1 X,F10.5.2X.F10.3.2X.F10.3)
END DO

WRITE(3,1028)THMIN,THMAX
FORMAT(//,' ELECTRON ANGULAR DISTR. BETWEEN',F8.3,'AND',F8.3,
1 DEGREES',//,
1 THET=ACOSD(GZ) ELECT/INC.ELECT. ELECT/SR.INC.ELEC.',//)
DC J=1,NDIS
THETA=THMIN-0.5*DGRAD+J*DGRAD
WRITE(3,1029)THETA,GTRANS(J),WGTRANS(J)
F0RMAT(5X,F6.3,12X,F10.4 .8X.F10.4)
END DO

WRITE(3,1017)
FORMAT(///,' PHOTON INTENSITY PER ELECTRON",//)

WRITE(3,1018)
FORMATC PHOTON ENERGY (MEV) RATIO NO.OF PHOTONS

INTENSITY1,/)

DO J=1,NDIS
W=WRADMIN+J*DWRAD-0.5*DWRAD

RA=W/TIN ! PHOTON ENERGY PER INITIAL ELECT.KIN.ENERGY
WRITE(3,1019)W,RA,NRAD(J),WRAD(J)
F0RMAT(4X,F8.4,9X,F6.4,10X,I10,10X,E10.4)

END DO
WRITE(3,1022)THMIN,THMAX
FORMAT(//,' PHOTON ANGULAR DISTR. BETWEEN\F8.3,' AND',F8.3,
1 DEGREES',//,

ACOSD(GZ) PHOTON/ELECTRON INTENSITY/ELECT',//)
DO J=1,NDIS
GR=THMIN-0.5*DGRAD+J*DGRAD
WRITE(3,1023)GR,GRAD(J),WGRAD(J)
F0RMAT(5X,F6.3,12X,F10.4 .8X.F10.4)
END DO

WRITE(3,]020)
FORMAT(//,' SECONDARY ELECTRON ENERGY (W) DISTRIBUTION',//,

' W (MEV) SEC.EL./ELECTRON',//)

DO J=1,NDIS
W=WSECMIN+J«DWSEC-0.5*DWSEC

WRITE(3,1021)W,WSEC(J)
FORMAT(1X,F8.3,J2X,E10.4)
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C
C
C
C
C
2000
C

C
C

C
C
c
c
c
c
c
c

c

c

c

c
23

C
51

END DO

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

THIS LAYER FINISHED

CONTINUE ! WITH NEXT LAYER

STOP
END

t**********»*****************:**********************************

SUBROUTINE NEWDIR(GXO,GYO,GZO,PHI,CT,GX,GY,GZ)

GXO, GYO, GZO ARE THE COORDINATES OF A UNIT VECTOR DESCRIBING
THE ORIGINAL DIRECTION OF MOTION. CT IS THE COSINE OF THE
POLAR SCATTERING ANGLE AND PHI IS THE AZIMUTHAL SCATTERING
ANGLE (IN RADIANS). THE REFERENCE DIRECTION FOR PHI CANNOT
BE UNIQUELY DEFINED, BUT FOR AZIMUTHALLY SYMMETRIC SCATTERING
THIS IS NO PROBLEM. GX, GY, GZ IS THE NEW DIRECTION OF MOTION.

SA=0.0001 ! SINE OF 0 . 0 0 5 7 DEGREES
SQZ=SQRT(1.-GZO**2)
ST=SQRT(1.-CT**2)
CF=COS(PHI)
SF=SIN(PHI)

GZ=GZO*CT+ST*CF*SQZ ! NEW Z DIRECTION

IF(SQZ.LT.SA)GO TO 2 3 ! TO AVOID ZERO DIVISION/NUM.ERROR

AQ=ST/SQZ ! THIS IS THE GENERAL CASE FOR GX,GY
GX=GXO*CT+AQ*(-CF*GXO*GZO+SF*GYO)
GY=GYO*CT+AQ*(-CF*GYO*GZO-SF*GXO)
GO TO 51

GX=ST*CF
GY=ST*SF

! IF ORIGINAL DIRECTION WAS ALONG Z

GNORM=GX*GX+GY*GY+GZ*GZ ! RENORMALIZATION IS NECESSARY TO
GNORM=SQRT(GNORM) ! AVOID ACKUMULATING NUMERICAL ERROR.
GX=GX/GNORM
GY=GY/GNORM
GZ=GZ/GNORM

RETURN
END
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Appendix 2
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C
C
C
C
C
C

C

100

c

101

c

105

C

103

1031

19
125

C
C
C

49
C

152

119

C

117

202

201

PROGRAM PRERELECN
DIMENSION WFIXR(50)lWFIXSE(50).ACPROBR(50).ACPROBSF.(50)

PRERELECN COMPUTES DATA REQUIRED FOR MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
OF RELATIVISTIC ELECTRONS BY MEANS OF RELECN. SAME FORMULAS
ARE USED AS IN RELDATA.IN GENERAL, ENERGY IS IN MEV AND
DISTANCE IN CM.

DOUBLE PRECISION TIMFP.FMEANT.RIMFP.EIMFP.SEIMFP.
* PEL,PGAM,PSE,PSUM,EPS

PRINT 1 0 0
FORMATC GIVE NUMBER OF CHANNELS (MAX 5 0 ) TO BE USED IN' , / .

* ' WFIXR,WFIXSE,ACPROBR AND ACPROBSE ',$)
READ *,NCAN

PRINT 101
FORMATC GIVE DENSITY.ATOMIC NUMBER.ATOMIC WEIGHT1,/,

* ' AND MEAN IONIZATION POTENTIAL (EV) '.$)
READ *,DENS,Z,AO,AIP

PRINT 1 0 5
FORMATC INCLUDE DENSITY EFFECT? (NOT IF COMPOUND) ',$)
READ MDEL

PRINT 1 0 3
FORMATC GIVE MAXIMUM KINETIC ENERGY (MEV) ',$)
READ *,TMAX
PRINT 1031
FORMATC GIVE CUT-OFF KINETIC ENERGY (MFV) ',$)
READ *,TCUT
PRINT 125
FORMATC GIVE NUMBER OF ENERGY CHANNELS ',$)
READ *,NCH
RNCH=NCH

COMPUTE CHANNEL RATIO (Cl)

C1=(TMAX/TCUT)**(1./RNCH)
PRINT 49.C1
FORMATC CHANNEL RATIO =' .F10.6)

PRINT 152
FORMATC GIVE MINIMUM DISCRETE BREMSTRAHLUNG ENERGY ',$)
READ *,WMINR
PRINT 119
FORMATC GIVE MINIMUM SECONDARY ELECTRON ENERGY ',$)
READ *,WMINSE

PRINT 117
FORMATC VSR (1) OR VSA (2) ',$)
READ *,MODE
PRINT 2 0 2
FORMATC GIVE ARTIFICIAL MEAN FREE PATH (CM) ',$)
READ *,FMEANF.L
PRINT 201
FORMATC GIVE MAXIMUM AVERAGE SCATTERING ANGLE (MAX 86) ',$)
READ ».THETAMAX
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C
C
C
C

106

OPEN FILE AND WRITE DATA FOR MONTE CARLO PROGRAM RELECN:

PRINT 106
*ORMAT(' STORE DATA IN EITHER ONE OF1,//,
* ' PRERELN.DAT (FOR RELECN) (0)',/.
* ' PRERELN1.DAT (FOR COMPOUND, RELTESTN OR ELTESTN) (1)',/,
* ' PRERELN2.DAT (FOR COMPOUND, RELTESTN OR ELTESTN) (2)1,/,
* ' PRERELTN.DAT (FOR RELTRAJN) (3) ',$)
READ *.I
IF(I.EQ.O)THEN
0PEN(UNIT=2.NAME=1PRERELN.DAT',TYPE='NEW')
END IF
IF(I.EQ.1)THEN
OPEN(UNIT=2,NAME='PRERELN1.DATI,TYPE=INEW)
END IF
IF(I.EQ.2)THEN
OPEN(UNIT=2.NAME='PRERELN2.DAT',TYPE=INEW')
END IF
IF(I.EQ.3)THEN
0PEN(UNIT=2,NAME='PRERELTN.DAT',TYPE='NEWI)
END IF

WRITE(2,1004)DENS
WRITE(2,1003)Z
WRITE(2,1003)AO
WRITE(2,1003)AIP
WRITE(2,1001)IDEL

WRITE(2,1004)TMAX
WRITE(2,1003)TCUT
WRITE(2,1003)C1
WRITE(2,1001)NCH
WRITE(2,1001)NCAN

WRITE(2,1004)WMINSE
WRITE(2,1003)WMINR
WRITE(2,1003)FMEANEL
WRITE(2,1001)MODE
WRITE(2,1003)THETAMAX
C0MAX=COSD(THETAMAX)
QMAX=1.-COMAX
EPSMIN=SFEQ(QMAX) ! = MINIMUM EPS VALUE

C
C
C
1001
1003
1004
C
C
C
C
C

FORMAT(IX.IIO)
FORMAT( JX.E12.6)
FORMAT(/,1X,E12.6)

PERFORM CALCULATION OF THE PARAMETERS REQUIRED FOR THF
MONTE CARLO SIMUI.TION.IN THE NCH ENERGY CHANNELS:

DO 600 IE=1,NCH
RIE=IE
TJ=TCUT*C1**(RIE-1.)
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C
C

c

3081

3181
C
C

C

C

3082

C

C

TJ2=TJ*C1
T=(TJ+TJ2)/2.

CALL STOPCOL(DENS.Z,A0.AIP.T,IDEL,SCOL)
CALL DISTSEfDENS.Z.AO.T.WMINSE.NCAN.WFIXSE.SCOLSE.SEIMFP.ACPROBSE)
CALL DISCRAD(DENS,Z,AO,T.NNINR,NCAN,NFIXR.RIMFP.SRDISC.ACPROBR)
ZERO=O.
CALL STOPRAD(DENS,Z,A0,T,ZERO.WMINR.SRCSDA)
CALL TRM(DENS,Z,AO.T.TRMFP)

SCCSDA=SCOL-SCOLSE ! CSDA PART OF COLLISION STOPPING
SRAD=SRDISC+SRCSDA

IF(SCCSDA.LT.O.)PRINT 3081,IE
FORMATC SCCSDA IS NEGATIVE IN CHANNEL '.14)
IF(SRCSDA.LT.O)PRINT 3181,IE
FORMATC SRCSDA IS NEGATIVE IN CHANNEL \ I 4 )

IF(M0DE.EQ.2)THEN
COTHETA=1 .-FMEANEL/TRMFP
EIMFP=1./FMEANEL
IF(COTHETA.LT.COMAX)THEN
COTHETA=COMAX
EIMFP=1 ./(TRMFP*(1 .-COMAX))
END IF
END IF

IF(M0DE.EQ.1)THEN
Q=FMEANEL/TRMFP
IF(Q.I.T.QMAX)THEN
EBfFP=l/FMEANEL
EPS=SFEQ(Q)
END IF
IF(Q.GE.QMAX)THEN

EPS=EPSMIN
EIMFP=1./(TRMFP*(1.-COMAX))

END IF
END IF

TIMFP=EIMFP+RIMFP+SEIMFP

IF(TIMFP.LE.O.)THEN
PRINT 3082.IE
FORMATC FMEANT IS NON-POSITIVE IN CHANNEL ',14)
TIMFP=-1.
END IF

FMEANT=1./TIMFP

PEL=FMEANT*ETMFP
PGAM=FMEANT*RIMFP
PSE=FMEANT*SEIMFP

PSUM=PEL+PGAM+PSE
PDIF=PSIIM-1
PDIF=ABS(PDIF)
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C
3083
C

C
1005
1006
C
600
C
C

C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

c
c

IF(PDIF.GE.0.000001 )PRINT 3083.PDIF.IE

FORMATC ERROR: /PSUM - 1 / = \E12.6.1 IN CHANNEL \ I4 )

WRITE(2,1005)IE

WRrTE(2,1003)SC0L ! SCOL-SEIMFP ARE NOT USED IN SIMULATION

WRITE(2,1003)SCOLSE ! BUT WRITTEN TO FACILITATE INSPECTION
WRITE(2,1003)SRAD
WRITE(2,1003)TRMFP
WRITE(2.1003)SEIMFP

WRITE(2.1003)FMEANT
WRITE(2,1003)SCCSDA
WRITE(2,1003)SRCSDA
WRITE(2,1003)PEL
WRITE(2.1003)PGAM
IF(M0DE.EQ.l)WRITE(2,1003)EPS
IF(M0DE.EQ.2)WRITE(2>1003)C0THETA

DO I=1,NCAN
WRITEf2,1006)WFIXSE(I),ACPROBSE(I)
END 00

DO I=1,NCAN
WRITE(2,1006)WFIXR(I)(ACPROBR(I)
END DO

FORMAT(20X,I4)
FORMAT(1X,E] 2.6.2X.E12.6)

CONTINUE

STOP
END

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

SUBROUTINE DENSITYfDENS.Z.AO.AIPJ.DELTA)

DENSITY COMPUTES THE DENSITY EFFECT FACTOR "DELTA-
ACCORDING TO THE STERNHEIMER METHOD
(STERNHEIMER AND PEIERLS, PHYS.REV.B, 3 (1971) 3681)

T=KINETIC ENERGY (MEV) OF THE INCIDENT ELECTRON
Z=ATOMIC NUMBER
AO=ATOMIC WEIGHT
DENS=DENSITY
AIP=ATOMIC MEAN IONIZATION POTENTIAL.EV
RMO=REST MASS ENERGY OF THE ELECTRON.

CP=2.*(LOG(AIP/(28.8*SQRT(DENS*Z/A0))))+1.
XA=CP/4.606
IF(AIP.LT.100.AND.CP.LT.3.681)THEN
XI =2.0
D=3.0
X0=0.2
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C
C
C

C
C
C

c
c
c
c

ELSE IF(AIP.LT.100.AND.CP.GE.3.681 )THEN
Xl=2.0
D=3.0
X0=0.326*CP-1.0
ELSE IF(AIP.GE.100.AND.CP.LT.5.215)THEN
Xl=3.0
D=3.0
X0=0.2
ELSE IF(AIP.GE.100.AND.CP.GE.5.215)THEN
XI =3.0
D=3.0
X0=0.326*CP-1.5
END IF

SD=(X1-XO)**D
AD=4.606*(XA-X0)/SD
RM0=0.511
ED=T**2+2.*RM0*T
P=SQRT(ED)/RM0
YD=LOG(P)
XD=0.4342*YD

! ELECTRON MOMENTUM/M0C

IF(XD.LE.XO)DELTA=O.
IF(XO.LT.XD.AND.XD.LT.XJ )THEN
QD=(X1-XD)**D
DELTA=2.*yn-CP+AD*Qn
END IF
IF(XD.GE.X1)DELTA=2.*YD-CP

RETURN
END

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

SUBROUTINE ST0PC0L(uENSfZ.A0,AIP,T,IDEL,SCOL)

STOPCOL COMPUTES (WITH DENSITY EFFECT, IF IDEL = 1) THE
RELATTVISTIC COLLISION STOPPING POWER (BETHE-BLOCH FORMULA)
IN MEV/CM. (REF: PAUL AND STEINWEDEL, IN ALFA/BETA/GAMMA
SPECTROSCOPY; BIRKHOFF, IN HANDBUCH DER PHYSIK; BERGER AND
SELTZER, IN NBSIR 82-2550-A)

RMO=0.511 ! ELECTRON REST MASS ENERGY, MEV
ED=T**2+2.*RM0*T
FACT=0.153*DENS*(Z/A0)*(T+RM0)**2/En
W=T/RM0
RO=RMO/AIP

AT=LOG((W**2)*(W+2.)/2)+2.*LOG(RO)+12.*LOG(10.)
B0=(2./(W+l.)-l./((W+l.)**2))*L0G(2.)
C0=(9./8.)/((W+l.)**2)
D0=4.«(W+l.)
D0=l. /D0

DELTA=O.
IF(IDEL.EQ.1)THEN
CALL DENSITY(DENSfZ,AO,AIP,T,DELTA)
END IF
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C
C
C

C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
10

THE DENSITY EFFECT IS INCLUDED IN THE FINAL FORMULA BY "DELTA"

SCOL=FACT*(AT-B0+C0-D0+l./8.-DELTA)

RETURN
END

**********************************************

SUBROUTINE STOPRAD(DENS,Z,A,T,WMIN,WMAX.SRAD)

STOPRAD CALCULATES THE RADIATIVE STOPPING POWER (MEV/CM)
( FOR AN ELECTRON WITH THE KINETIC ENERGY T (MEV) )

CONTRIBUTED BY BREMSSTRAHLUNG PHOTONS WITH ENERGIES
BETWEEN WMIN AND WMAX, BY NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF

THE SCHIFF CROSS SECTION (FUNCTION F3BSE). ENERGIES T,
WMIN AND WMAX ARE TO BE GIVEN IN MEV.

C0EF=(DENS*Z*Z/A)/2901.3 ! TO ASSURE UNIT MEV/CM
E=T+0.511

SRAD=O.
WMAX2=WMAX

IF(WMAX.GT.T)WMAX2=T
IF(WMAX2.LE.WMIN)G0 TO 10

DW=(WMAX2-WMIN)/100.
SUM=O.
DO J = l , 1 0 0
RJ=J
W=WMIN-0.5*DW+RJ*DW
SUM=SUM+F3BSE(E,W,Z)
END DO

SRAD=COEF*SUM*DW

RETURN
END

»t*******************************************************

C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

SUBROUTINE DISCRAD(DENS,Z,A,T,WMIN,NCAN,WRAD,RIMFP,SRDISC,ACKPROB)

DIMENSION ACKPR0B(50),WRAD(50)

DISCRAD COMPUTES THE INVERSE MEAN FREE PATH RIMFP (I/CM)
AND THE RADIATIVE STOPPING POWER SRDISC DUE TO BREMS-
STRAHLUNG PHOTONS WITH ENERGIES W > WMIN (MEV). IT ALSO

COMPUTES THE ACKUMULATED PROBABILITIES ACKPROB(J) TO FIND
A PHOTON IN THE ENERGY CHANNEL (J). THE CHANNEL CENTERS
ARE GIVEN BY THE WRAD(J) VALUES, AND THE NUMBER OF CHANNELS

IS NCAN. THE SCHIFF CROSS SECTION (FUNCTION F3BSE) IS USED.
THE FOLLOWING APPROXIMATION IS MADE: THE PHOTON INTENSITY
PER UNIT ENERGY (CROSS SECTIONS) IS ASSUMED TO BE CONSTANT
WITHIN EACH CHANNEL (J). THE KINETIC ENERGY T IS IN MEV

AND SRDISC IN MEV/CM.

SRDISC=O.
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RIMFP=O.
DO J=1,NCAN
ACKPROB(J)=O.

WRAD(J)=O.
END DO
IF(T.LE.WMJN)GO TO 10

E=T+0.511
C0EF=(DENS*Z*Z/A)/2901.0

RNCAN=NCAN
DW=(T-WMIN)/RNCAN
DO J=1,NCAN
RJ=J
WRAD(J)=WMIN-0.5*DW+RJ*DW
END DO

! TO ASSURE UNITS MEV AND CM

! DW IS CHANNEL WIDTH (MEV)

! DEFINE CHANNEL CENTERS

SRDISC=O.
RIMFP=O.

DO J=1,NCAN
WJ=WRAD(J)

Wl=WJ-0.5*DW
W2=WJ+0.5*DW

SJ=C0EF*F3BSE(E,WJ,Z)*DW
SRDISC=SRDISC+SJ
R WP=RIMFP+(SJ/DW)*L0G(W2/WI) ! CONTRIBUTION TO RIMFP
Ai KPROB(J)=RIMFP

END DO

! CONTRIBUTION TO SRDISC

C
10

C
C
C

DO J=1PNCAN

ACKPROB(J)=ACKPROB(J)/RIMFP ! NORMALIZE PROBABILITIES
END DO

RETURN
END

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

C
C
C

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

FUNCTION F3BSE(E0MF.V,WMEV,Z)

THIS SUBFUNCTION GIVES (APART FROM A COEFFICIENT =
(Z**2)»(R0**2)/(137*W) ) THE "SCHIFF" DIFFERENTIAL
CROSS SECTION WITH RESPECT TO PHOTON ENERGY FOR THE
CREATION OF A BREMSSTRAHLUNG PHOTON. I.E. FORMULA
3BS(E) FROM KOCH AND MOTZ, REV.M0D.PHYS.31 (1959) 9 2 0 .

EOMEV = ELECTRON TOTAL ENERGY (MEV)
WMEV = PHOTON ENERGY (MEV)
Z = ATOMIC NUMBER

NOTICE: WE CANNOT WRITE EO AND W IN THE ARGUMENT OF THIS
FUNCTION, SINCE, EVIDENTLY, THE MANIPULATION (DIVISION BY
REST MASS ENERGY 0.513 MEV) MADE HERE IS THEN CARRIED BACK
INTO THE MAIN PROGRAM!!!!

EO = EOMEV/0.511
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C

C

W = WMEV/0.511
E = EO - W

Z3 = Z**0.33333
B = (2.*EO*E*Z3)/(111.*W)
B2 = B**2
ATB = ATAN(B)
RMO = (W/(2.*EO*E))**2 + (Z3/lll.)**2
RMO = l./RMO
RMLOG = LOG(RMO)

FACT1 = l.+(E/E0)**2 - (2.*E)/(3.*EO)
FACT2 = RMLOG +1. - (2./B)*ATB
TERM1 = (2./B2)*LOG(l.+B2)
TERM2 = ((4.*(2.-B2))/(3.*B2*B))*ATB
TERM3 = - 8./(3.*B2) + 2./9.
FACT3 = TERM1 + TERM2 + TF.RM3

F3BSE = (FACT1*FACT2 + (E/E0)*FACT3)*2.

RETURN
END

C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
c
c
c

c

c

c
c
c

c
c
c

***************************************************
SUBROUTINE TRM(DENS,Z,AO,T,FMEANTR)

TRM IS A SUBROUTINE FOR EVALUATING TRANSPORT MEAN FREE PATH
ACCORDING TO A RELATIVISTIC SCREENED
RUTHERFORD SCATTERING FORMULA. (REF: OUR NOTES, BASED ON ARTICLE
BY H.S.W.MASSEY IN ADV.IN ELECTR. 4 (1952) (ED.L.MARTON, AC.PRESS)).

T=ELECTRON KINETIC ENERGY, MEV

FMEANTR= TRANPORT MEAN FREE PATH (CM)
EPSF = SCREENING FACTORS
RMO = REST MASS ENERGY OF ELECTRON

RM0=0.511
ER=(T/RMO)+1.
DLAM=3.332*(A0/(DENS*(Z**2)))*(ER-l./ER)**2
EPSF=1413.*(ER**2-].)*((Z/137.)**(-2./3.))
BT=2.*(EPSF)/(2.*EPSF+1.)
CDF=LOG(2.*EPSF+].)

FMEANTR=DLAM/(CDF-BT)

RETURN
END

***********************************************

SUBROUTINE STOPSE(DENS,Z,A,T,WMINSE,SCOLSE)

STOPSE IS A SUBROUTINE FOR COMPUTING THE STOPPING POWER (MEV/CM)
SCOLSE ASCRIBED TO THE GENERATION OF SECONDARY ELECTRONS. THE
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C
C
C

C
10

C
C
C

C

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c

c

MÖLLER CROSS SECTION IS USED, INTEGRATED ANALYTICALLY FROM WMINSE
TO T/2 , WHERE T IS KINETIC ENERGY (MEV).

SCOLSE=0.
WMAX=T/2.
IF(WMINSE.GE.WMAX)GO TO 10

RMO=0.511
EB=T**2+2.*RM0*T
WT=T+RM0
FACT=0.153*(Z/A)*DENS*(WT**2)/EB

G=T/(2.*WMINSE)
F=T/(2.*(T-WMINSE))
X-=T/(T-WMINSE)
B=RM0*(2.*T+RMO)/((T+RMO)**2)
D=1./WT**2
P=T**2-4.*(WMINSE)**2
SCOLSE=FACT*(LOG(G)+(1.+B)*LOG(F)-X+(D/8.)*P+2.)

RETURN
END

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

SUBROUTINE DISTSE(DENS,Z,A,T,WMINSE,NCAN,WFIX,SCOLSE,SEIMFP,
•ACKPROB)

DIMENSION WFIX(50),PROB(50),ACKPROB(50),WV(50)

DISTSE ASSUMES THE APPROXIMATION THAT (W**2)*M0I.LER CROSS
SECTION IS CONSTANT WITHIN NCAN CHANNELS DISTRIBUTED INSIDE
WMINSE < W < T/2. THE STOPPING POWER IS CALCULATED ACCORDING
TO THE MÖLLER FORMULA, ASSUMING THE SAME INTERVAL. THE ACKU-
MULATED PROBABILITIES ACKPROB(J) FOR THE RESPECTIVE CHANNELS
ARE OBTAINED EXACTLY WITHIN THIS APPROXIMATION.
THE INVERSE MEAN FREE PATH SEIMFP IS CALCULATED FROM THE
STOPPING POWER AND THE AVERAGE ENERGY LOSS. UNITS: MEV, CM.

WMAX=T/2.

SCOLSE=0.
SEIMFP=O.
DO J=1,NCAN
WFIX(J)=O.
ACKPROB(J)=0.
END DO

IF(WMINSE.GE.WMAX)GO TO 10

RNCAN=NCAN
DW=(WMAX-WMINSE)/RNCAN
DO J=1,NCAN
RJ=J
WFIX(J)=WMINSE-0.5*DW+RJ*DW
END DO

PNORM=O.
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C
10

c
c
c

c
c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c

10

DO J=1.NCAN
W=WFIX(J)
Wl=W-0.5*DW
W2=W+0.5*DW
PROB(J)=(W**2)*FMOLLER(T,W)*(1./W1-1./W2) ! PROBABILITY (J)
WV(J)=(W1*W2/DW)*LOG(W2/W1) ! AVERAGE LOSS IN CHANNEL (J)
PNORM=PNORM+PROB(J)
END DO

DO J=1,NCAN
PROB(J)=PROB(J)/PNORM
END DO

! NORMALIZE PROBABILITIES

! WAV = TOTAL AVERAGE ENERGY LOSS

! STOPPING POWER

WAV=0.

DO J=1,NCAN
WAV=WAV+PROB(J)*WV(J)
END DO
CALL STOPSE(DENS(Z,A,T,WMINSE,SCOLSE)
SEIMFP=SCOLSE/WAV

ASUM=0
DO J=1,NCAN
ASUM=ASUM+PROB(J)
ACKPROB(J)=ASUM
END DO

RETURN
END

FUNCTION FMOLLER(T.W)

FMOLLER GIVES THE KINETIC ENERGY T (MEV) AND ENERGY LOSS W (MEV)
DEPENDENCE OF THE MÖLLER CROSS SECTION.

TERM1=1./W**2
TERM2=1./(T-W)**2
TERM3--1./(W*(T-W))
RMO=0.511
TERM4=1./(T+RMO)**2
B=RM0*TERM4*(2.*T+RMO)
FMOLLER=TERM1+TERM2-(TERM3)*B+TERM4
RETURN
END

»t******************************************************

FUNCTION SFEQ(Q)

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE SCREENING FACTOR EPS
FOR THE RUTHERFORD CROSS SECTION FROM A GIVEN RATIO
Q = ELASTIC MEAN FREE PATH (FIXED)/TMFP

EPS=300.
F=FUNC(EPS)
DQ=Q-F
IF(DQ.LT.O)DQ=-DQ

START VALUE OF EPS
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30
C

R=DQ/Q
IF(R.LT.0.00OOOl)GO TO 20

DF=DFUNC(EPS)
DEPS=(Q-F)/DF
EPS1=EPS+DEPS

IF(EPS1.LE.O.1)THEN ! EPS > 0.1 TO AVOID DF=O
DEPS=DEPS/2.
GO TO 30
END IF

C
20

C

C

C

C

EPS=EPS!
GO TO 10

SFEQ=EPS
RETURN
END

FUNCTION FUNC(EPS)

FUNC=((2*EPS+l)/(2*EPS**2))*L0G(2.*F.PS+l.)-l./EPS
RETURN
END

FUNCTION DFUNC(EPS)

DFUNC=(1./EPS**2)*(2-((EPS+1.)/EPS)*LOG(2.*EPS+1.))
RETURN
END


